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TIIZ KAItSAS CITY STAR STflilY

LAND ALEERT B. FALL WILL THE OSREGON ADMINIS- PROHIBITION OFFICERS
LEAVE T II E HARDING
in-TRATION TO ASSIST THE AND SHERIFF MYERS
rc-ix- rj
CONTINUE TO BRING
4TH
MARCH
ON
AM ERICAN GOVERNTEEI3T CF ALL, STATE CAEINET
THEM IN MOSTLY FOR-- .
VOLUNTARILY
ENFORCERESIGNS
MENT IN THE
J
AKO ECfLE'
EIGNERS, SOME WHO EXPROHIBITION
OF
MENT
PRESS CONTEMPT FOR
16.-"aiSHiNGTON Feb.
Justiniano Baca, State Land
DRY
MILE
BY
FIFTY
A
LAWS AND FOR OUR
OUR
Ameri
a speech before the
Commissioner, spent several In
COUNTRY
ZONE
can
associaElectric
Railway
g
days in Gallup this weekrhar-intion tortlcrht. Secretarv Fall of
attended a sale of a large 'the
Judge John Schauer reports
of the Interior .News' comes from Washingtract of land in Sec. 84, T. 17 N. gaveDepartment
Governthe
ton
the
following as taken from his
that
Obregon
what was regarded as nis ment
R. 10 W., and in Sec. 34,. T. 19
will
Mexico
establish
docket,
ending Thursday noon;
of
swan song in view of his
AmN. R. 10 W., and Sec. 12, T. 18
$200 and costs.
Femin
50
a
zone
mile
the
Garcia,
along
retirement from the
N. R. 10 W. This" tract was
erican border in order to assist Nick Jacovich, $100 and costs.
Fall
4.
Mr.
on
March
cabinet
well improved the improveto Dan Brunetta, $100 and costs, j
the opportunity to make the American Government
-ments being valued at $48,000. took
Mrs. N. Adler, $100 and costs.
on public enforce the Volstead Act.
some
observations
This is one of the most far-- Mrs. Pauline Fecia, $100 and costs.
While in town Mr. Baca also life and on conditions confront
took up the matter, of the 40 ing the United States, emphaaccomplishments Mrs. Russell Foretto, $100 and Costa.
Louis Menapace, six months in jail.
. attained by the prohibi
ever
of state land upon which
sizing that he was making the
Jcres
portion of the North observations from the advan tion forces of both the Ameri T Gonzalo Desido, 30 days in jail.out
As has been noted, nine
side of, Gallup is located.. This tageous position of one who can and Mexican Governments,
ten bootleggers
a
becaused
of
to
and will lead
is a matter that has
every
prohibition
was retiring voluntarily.;
in
who have been
and
uneasiness
in
brought
Mexican
of
the
deal
established
among
ing
good
At the same time he read a
fined for bootlegging, are non- the residents of that portion of message from President Hard- Republic.
'
o
citizens. Some of the bunch
the city, as thousands of dollars ing expressing to the organiza
utter contempt for Gov
have
express
worth of improvements
Annual
,
Firemen's
tion the chief executive's ex
ernment and our laws, lhey
been made thereon, and the setof personal regards
should be deported every
Carnival Ball
tlers have, so far, been refused pression
and irivintr "the assurance of
one.
me
oiate,
any aajustmem Dy
Success While it is true that some of
continuing interest in the
and have no legal title to their my
welfare of the great industry
hold our coun
the
"j:
holdings.
which is represented by tne Thursday night, February 22, try in contempt,
yet they are
The adjustments of these tit- convention.''
Gallup Volunteer Fire Department
than those
even
better
citizens
les was taken up by the State
gave their annual carnival ball, and it
Rarlv Christian Martrvs
of the among us who are citizens, who
was
most
the
affair
meetat
enjoyable
a
Commissioner
Land
Kerretarv Fall in his address season. The
good people or Uaiiup sympathize with the bootlegto the Early unnstian are very appreciative
ing of the city council Tuesday
referred
of the services
ging element and who stand
thoro-ly
matter
the
evening and
martrys entering the arena to of the fire boys and are ready to help ready to assist the bootleggers.
of this ball, being
gone into. Mr. Baca expre- make a Roman holiday and them. The occasion 22nd
of each Feband on the
ssed himself as in fayor of com- fheir greeting to the emperor, annual serves
a double honor that of THREE WESTERN
ruary,
settlesome
to
equitable
ing
and saidi
the birthday of the Great Washington,
ment in this matter, but also
"Deanite some missrivincs as and tne annual jollification of tne
stated that while he would look to whether a politician is en- Gallup Volunteer Fire Department
STATES MAY GET
after the interests of the State titled to classify himself with
as well as the interests of set- the meek and lowly Christians PUBLIC LAND

FLAYS INTERESTED PARTIES WHO SEEK
LEASE RIGHTS TO LANDS OF ONE

'

;
SEEKS

TO SETTLE

FOC

E

!

,

to cist

f

DISTRICT WHICH ARE PROPERTY
OF ENTIRE NAVAJO TRIBE; "THIS
WILL NOT BE ALLOWED," HE SAYS

Branding as "false and libelous" an article which appeared in the Kansas City Star, Secertary of the Interior Albert B.
Journal,
Fall, in a special despatch to the Albuquerque Morninginterested
declares that the story was "undoubtedly dictated by
parties who have been successful or expect to be successful in
securing from the Indians of one district lands which are the
property of the entire Navajo tribe without consideration of the
wm uui us nuwcu,
navajo triDe 01 muians.Oil xmo
com Secretary by such majority to
That the Standard
pany is preparing, with aid of recognize second lease and dereaching
Secretary Fall, "to grab the al- prive, the first and legal losses
ready proved and immensely of the results of their expendiwealthy Hogback oil field in tures.
Such practices have resulted
the Navajo Indian reserva
tion," is the substance of the in practical stoppage of oil encharges contained in a story velopment upon the great reappearing in the Kansas City serve in question. We expect
Star. This paper goes on to to avoid the difficulty and to
say that in the event that the prevent litigation in the future
newly appointed commissioner, by the policy which is being
Herbert J. Hagerman, attempts worked out. This is all there
Great
to call the new tribal council, is to the Star story.
a popular uprising is threatenUndoubtedly it was dicated
'
ed.
by interested parties who have
The Hogback oil field near been successful, or expect to be
in securing from the
Farmington, in San Juan coun successful,
one district lease
of
Indians
of
scene
been
has
the
great
ty,
to
which are the
lands
activity during the past lew rights
entire Navajo
the
of
property
Midwest
since
the
and
weeks,
or
consideration
without
tribe,
Refining company brougt "in
what promised to be a heavily approval of the Navajo tribe al-of
This will not be
producing well. Early reports Indians.
not surprised that
I
lowed.
am
somecreated
the
of
discovery
whose
plans are inwhat of a sensation and Farm- speculators
rave and
should
with
terfered
of
the
objective
ington became
in
abuse.
personal
engage
REDUCED FARES a rush of oil sharks.
tlers, that under the present or with the roughnecked Dar- statement in I am astounded that a resSecretary Fall's
State laws,' there was but one barians of the gladiatorial
'
pectable newspaper, such as I
mi'wiatitiA art A , that llA VlftH arena; -- ! shall venture, here on
AREA REDUCED SHOULD BE LOWERED IN full follows:
Feb.
D.
13, have considered the Star to be,
Washington,
C,
asked for a special bill at the the eve of my political dissolu
should publish such a false and.
ARIZONA
NEW
MEXICO,
1923.
hands of the present Legisla- tion, to adopt tne same greet
libelous article without invests
REPORTS
AND
NEVADA,
Editor, Morning Journal.
ture that would place him in a ing : 'We who are about to die, REGISTER A. M. BERGERE
'
I.
EXAMINER
THE
gation.
FOR
AN
to
In
your telegram
response
OF U. S. LAND OFFICE
position in which the matter salute you.' I have read tnat
B. FALL,
ALBERT
C.
C.
referring to Kansas City Star
could be adjusted, to the satis- the Christian martrys frequenMAKES REPORT.
Secretary.
MN.
from
story
Farmington,
faction of the State as well as tly were so reconciled to their
WASHINGTON, Feb.
Under treaty ot 1868 it was
the claimants.
the
of
so
assured
happi
The
19.
SANTA
Feb.
fate,
FE,
passenger fares agreed that property within TRAIN LIMIT
A meeting was also held on ness awaiting them, that they area of unappropriated public charged on the main lines of the
treaty reserve
the North side Wednesday would burst into the singing oi land in New Mexico was reduc (railroads to and from points in shouldNavajo
not
be
alienated
except
took
Baca
Mr.
which
hvms. f ollowine the grim greet ed nearly two million acres in Arizona, ew Mexico ana NeSEVENTY-FI-VE
evening in
of the
consent of
by
resitcr
matter
emneror.
with
If
the
that
the
their
ings
up
the past fiscal year, according vada are too high and should Navajo Indians. It is further
dents and claimants direct. At ancient tale of religious faith to figures given out by Regis- be reduced to the 3.6 per mile
that an agent should
CARS PASSED
this meeting Max Contreras may be accepted, then I feel en- ter A. M. Bergere of the U. S. rate ' which is effective gener- provided
be
for
the
Navajo
appointed
was
titled to classify mvself with land office here. This means ally in other parts of the west, tribe.
presided and the matter
gone into thoroughly, Mr. Baca the martrys; for J confess to a that close to 3,200 farm homes, an examiner of the Interstate
For administrative conven LOWER HOUSE OF LEGISagain reiterated his desires to grateful sense of satisfaction each with 640 acres of land, Commerce commission report- ience,
LATURE BRANDS RAILunder the policy of the
reach a jufet settlement with as I contemnlate my approach have been established in the ed today in concluding an inROAD ATTORNEYS AND
years, no agent for the
into a complaint recentwas
everyone involved, but again ing political demise.
state in that time:
THEN PASSED TRAIN
vestigation
re
the
appointed, but
"I have spent a considerable
stated that the present laws
The report shows that in the brought by te Arizona Public tribe
LIMIT BILL MAY SATISinto
five
was
serve
divided
governing, only allowed him share of my life in one sort or nast 90 davs 333 oil and eras Service commission and com
FY "FULL CREW" ADVO-CATEschool
superone procedure, that of adver- another of political service, ana prospecting applications were missions of other states con- districts, with a
intendent designated as agent
have no disnosition now to pre filed through the Santa Fe of-- cerned. If the examiner's
tising and selling the forty
'
We found
it.
not
involved.
acres
tend that I have
enjoyed
are sustained by the for each district. for leases The Lower House of the New
ffice, the majority being for
that
applications
am
of
convinced
had
the
Mexico Legislature has passed
its
bill
I
a
consid
commission
in
final
genuine permits m San Juan county,
He stated that
being forwarded here up- the Train Limit bill, a measure
been passed by the members of attractions which are onerea with some in McKinley, Rio eration of the case the existing were
on initiation of the Indians of to limit
trains to not
both the Lower and Upper by the public service to one
Arriba, Guadalupe and Tor schedules must be reduced.
district and with no action more thanfreight
one
caits
75
and passenIn the three western states
House and that he had been in- Who is willing to take
cars,
rance.
by the tribe or Indians of the ger trains to not more than 17
formed that this bill was now reer on the terms our present
In the past three months 399 named, the examiner said pas- other
four districts. Tne Navajo cars.
in the hands of Governor Htok-,l-e. day political life makes poss- patents have been isseud for senger .rates running as high
reserve covers portions The Train Limit Bill, it is
Indian
'
v1-was
ible.
He also said that he
Fe district, as 7.4 cents per mile are appli- of
Santa
the
in
lands
New Mexioco and
Arizona,
Of
more as follows:
"A good many years
not familiar with the provisions
ed, the railroads contending Utah. This condition exists up- said, will satisfy the advocates
observaless
bad
or
of the "Full Crew" measure,
philosophical
of the bill and that he
Bernalillo, 13; Colfax, 4; that the mountainous character on no other reserve.
and that no "Full Crew" law
wired the Governor "not to tion of Dublic life has gone to Guadalupe, 52; McKinley, 10; of the country and the expense - For the
of
prevent
purpose
r
sign the bill until he returned convince me that your public Mora, 25; Rio Arriba, 45; San- of building and operating. lines ing difficulties between the dif- will be asked.
of the House, in
to Santa Fe and examined the man is likely to be appreciated doval, 14; San Juan; 9; San is a justification.
Members
of
Indians
the
and
ferent clans
the Train Limit Bill,
same," as he was not certain just about as much as he
Miguel, 63 ; Santa Fe, 27 ; SoThe examiner, however, sug- different, districts and for the advocating
have
I
whole.
On
the
desired
the
it
relief
that gave
15 Taos, 38 ; Torrance, gested that the commission al- purpose of insuring rights of all branded the railroad attorneys
corro,
as something of a nuisance.
or protected the interests of the considerable confidence in the 72 ; Valencia, 12
l
low the higher rates to.be main- Navajos numbering .approxi
It was also shown that
rough justice of public verState of New Mexico.
service
line
branch
for
tained
mately 30,000, to the proceeds friends of the Brotherhood
and IT SURE TREATED BILL ROUGH
i As soon as he reaches Santa dicts on public servants
generally but require the car of oil or any other mining leas were present to lobby for their
sure
Fe he will go into the matter their careers. I am not
to ab- riers to give travelers over tne es or developments, the plan
the
indorses
proposal
Bryan
be
will
not branded.
this philosophy
the Electoral College. Consider- main lines the benefit of rates was worked out under which wishes, but were
thoroughly with Governor Hin-kl- that
to the olishhis
and if the bill is all that is ?omnletelv satisfactorycommunexperience, we are not aston- similar to those existing el3e- ing
of
New
Hagerman
ished at his position. Pittsburgh- lugubrious
Avhere.
;
desired, both by the State and largeof and
Mexico was appointed commis- Frank Staplin Sued
ducks.
lame
But,
going
,
the claimants, be will asK tnat ity
;
For Printing The
sioner to the Indians! following
arena we
the bill be signed, and take up back to the Roman
terms.
the
treaty
New
the
also
that
:
Legislative
the matter of enforcing its pro may suspect On Page Eight)
OILMEN 0FJJAT10N IIAVE
The notice referred to was Frank Staplin,
editor of the Santa
vininrtfl immediatelv.
action
the
by
that suspending
Fe State Record has been sued for
For fear that the bill did not
Indians of one district, until ublishing the proceedings of the New
ON GALLUP TERRITORY AtlD ARE
'.
,!:.,C
contain all the relief asked, a holdings.Legislature.
some method can be adopted
A
a the matter now stands.
Editor Staplin is one of the most
committee of three, consisting
entire tribe conservative
which
the
through
and fairest minded of all
of Max Contreras, J. T. Herrera there is a vast number involved,
BECOi'EG ACTIVE PROSPECTORS maybe heard, in the initiation western publishers.
There is not a
erec
have
who
narties
and
the
were
apand Frank Canovan,
of leases. Leases must be spark of natred or malice toward any
and
houses
resi
pointed to go to Santa Fe if ted business
be made under the Secretary living: being in his whole make-upgood Lord made Prank out of
needed, after hearing from dences on this land, are handi- IT IS KNOWN THAT OIL MEN HAVE MADE under the law and of course he The
the very .best material that could be
Mr. Baca, and ask the Legis- capped from making improvecannot
by any obtained, and God Almighty never
CERTAIN INQUIRIES AS TO WHAT other be compelled
lature to pass a new bill that ments, beside having no assur-to
to make same. makes ft mistake.
authority
'
be
able
will
CAPACITY
GALLUP'S ABILITY AND
would give the desired relief ance that they
The Department has had Unfortunate for Frank he is a printer and newspaper editor. In this he
and settle forever this vexing hold the property' which they
"RUSH"
A
trouble upon at least 'one other has
OF
I
CARE
' r
FOR TAKING
our
and , long suffering'
are
V'."
claiming.':;Vall are
reserve'- where parties have sympathy.deepest
problem.
which
in
matter
is
a
bill
It
that
the
be
to
It is
hoped
to corrupt an Indian Frank is endeavoring to ppublish a
It became known this week that inquiry had been made sought
the titles to
and in one instance newspaper for the whole State of New
passed will give the relief ask- interested. With thousands
Council
a
mo
care
in
to
01
ior
of as to the ability and capacity
liaiiup .
in doing so he wishs to
ed for by the claimants, t If it this land quieted,
lease property initiat Mexico, and the
a
where
with
tms,
a boom was started by oi. prospectors Coupled
nws. Look over any
all
publish
'does not, every resident of dollars more will be expended dase
favArahla
have been. made as to the ed and approved by the Secre- Issue of his paper and you will be eon- - '
if
that
irAm
finand
property
in
matter
whether
improvements
Gallup, no
beat
mA.n.ots n a41 haina
- z.
fmirifj in tVio tpmtorv flurroundinflr
tary, was developed to the dis- vinced that he la doing his level sub. Gallui).
,
ue
re- to live up to his obligations to hit
on
oil
ancially interested in the North can be transferred, without the Fivsvvvn
the
the
of
only
uw
o
covery
011
xouna
nonn
oeen
nas
icu
The tact tnat
uwiup
side or not, should set behind a buyer being uneasy about the
to conclude that serve. Other parties secured icribera. be thatl the libel suit aTitr- -t
It
movement to have this sezdon tifrirt and with an assurance to uch investigations astoto cause geologists
'
the south of the oil well near Ship-roc- k. other leases upon , the same Frankmayis an affort to raise a
of the Legislature pass a bill that he and hie heirs are fully the biz pools of oil are cause
of
a
which to ttst
of
wi'Ji
number
majority
a
through
down
ground
aM4
for
be
will
the
This
putting
'
by which these pecle can se- protected 19 wear property test welle in the
the council and demand oh the another daily Wtr for
,.
victeity of Galtep.
cure a serf act t&a to, their
,
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I

matter how complete or
apartment
that is so good a place for your family as

is no

no

;
your own home.
Your children early learn the lessons of
They gain $ knowledge of right lining that will keep
them on thetight path later.' Your wife will know more
happiness and contentment
You will make new economies, gain real independence
and add to your success.
Our representative will gladly call and explain our easy
-.
pI
V'v:
home-makin- g.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., Feb. 20.-T-he
Masonia grand lodge of New Hex
ico yesterday elected Jhe following of-- !'
;'
ficers: '
$?:V
Clayton,' grand master!
ose.En
John Turner, Silver City, deputy
Rnawnlf

Miller.
grandmaster:
. ' Jaffa
...... ,
.
i
senior waraen: ueroert u.

'

.

A

Molt,
Las Crikjes1, grand junior ... wardens ;
Solomon spitz. Santa e.
dltM. A Inhaiia k V nmr ATknntiMM...
grana secretary, messrs. Keen and

t

Gallup Elk Lodge;
To Take in Big
Class Of Novices
,

,

Gallup Elk Lodge win
class of candidates..
f
Those who have already been electe
for this initiation, iouow:
H.
E; R. French, B. E. Frost,'WVBenMorris, C. E. Chatteau, Dr. P. IL
S.
Jerry, E.
nett. Thos. H. Seymour, deo.
F. KetUe,
Famer, Chas.
Morris, G. A. Payne, W. B. Sherman,
E. , W. .Taraony, .Gustar Kahn.Jaek
Trtung. Albert C; Stfryers, Mr. .Green,
TheBe'W'appttcatloni.te' be VH'
fte class, and wi4
- onfwhkn will
of the blr rsst cUseeat
WT
me InitUtiMi vrr
March

17 the
a hi

ltm,

M
ftfilj

..M7T1

Am..

'r'v':::

.'NiVflMAjllflVll

The VcUtcad Act

Pert
Of Nev Mwco

Becomes A

craocheJ deeper.under tj lfsves.
V; ;
Mr. Dog was frantic; he thought he
had lost Mr. Fox after all his barkAfter the disgraceful antic
ing to Mr. Man, and If Mr. Man had of the Lower House of the New
beard him, and after running all ths Mexicd
Legislature of only one
way from the farm found there was
week ago; when that body apno fox, he would be pretty angry.
.Mr. Dog went to theend of the fall-e- peared to be in cahoots with
tne and ran along l while Mrs bootleggers, ' now the same
Fog Mood f little war from the
body adopts a measure that if
on that side of the river looking
becomes a law will dry up
it
at him, but wftmbe Kched the mjd- illicit still in the State
every
e of the tree she gave a leap into
off the bootleg induskill
and
e aTr and down she came on the tree,
Mrs. Fox Attracted Dog's Attention.
v.;,;v
i
which gave It a shake, and off tumbled try.
makes
of
law
The
proposed
were having; he was thinking that be Mr. Dog into the water among the
would never see her again, for as I slippery rocks. .
every peace officer a prohibitold you Mr. Fox knew that be was
Mrs. Fox bounded to the side of the tion officer, and The Gallup
trapped, and that, at any moment Mr. river where her husband was a pris- Herald has advocated this very
Man might hear the barking of Mr. oner and called to him that the coast
thing from the very first. The
Dog and be there with a gun.
was clear, and oat came Mr. Fox In
law would make the
Mr. Dog's bark said as plainly as the twinkling of an eye and. away they proposed
a part of the laws
Act
Volstead
Is
a
fox,
words, "Here Is a fox, here
ran for home, while Mr. Dog scmn
with provision
Mexico
New
Of
master; come with your gun," and bled for a footing among the slipper
i. ,
laws.
to
enforce
the
he
heard
Fox
Mr.
it
time
In
every
the river. When he at last
rocks
o
; f
trembled though with Mr. Fox while got to the bank he did not look for
' Miss Isabel Drummond has been apthere Is life there is always hope and Mr. Fox, for one foot had been hurt
assistant to City Solicitor
Mr. Fox was hoping, but every time when be fell, and as be limned toward pointed
She will
Smyth of Philadelnhla.
Mr. Dog barked that hope dropped to his home Mr. and Mrs. Fox were safe handle the cases
with nubile.
dealing
the; tips of bis toes.
in their home laughing at the way health and welfare, ,
Mrs. Fox knew what had happened. they had again fooled their enemy.
She knew just what Mr. Dog was say(O. Itlft. by MefiwJ. Njw.ypr Syndicate)
REPUBLICAN PROSPERITY
PrOaneritv is simnlv sweening the
The Indiana Woman's Renublican WOULDN'T THAT STARTLE TOUT South and it is asserted that financial
there are better than ever
'ib recently gave a breakfast to the Mr. Bryan's recent statement that conditions
from the
BamihliVaVr BUmnM of the leflrigla- - he is still in politics is nothing.
If before. It isn't a hang-ove- r
Mrs." Jamieson. he wants to make a sensation let him administration of Woodrow Wilson,
their
wivei.
turn
and
.
,
,
i
either. Ft. Wayne (Ind.)
sister oi aootn rartngton, is me non declare himself out Detroit , Free
:
.(;
'
iS'ii:;!
.
club.
Press...
of
the
orary president
-

I

.

,

....

TO Duplicate

,1

Famous Shrine.

Plans are being made for the erec
tion in Fiskdale, Mass.,; .of a shrine
patterned after the famous Ste. Anne
de Baupre In Canada to house a relic
for Which healing powers are claimed.
The relic, owned by St. Anne's
parish,
In the Bay state, has attracted sev
eral thousand persons from all parte
oi new England in Sunday pilgrimages in recent months. Some of them
have asserted their visits resulted' in
cures of various aliments.
The project Is to acquire land In
the rear of St Anne's church owned
by a former pastor and to erect a large
shrine with a statue of Ste. Anne,
stations of the cross and holy stairs.

.February Clearance Sale
'

'

on

Every Grade off SEn eo

We arei Overstocked with Shoes and Must Reduce these Stocks;
and we are Giving You the Benefit of the Cut in Cost We must
Turn our Winter Stock and put in our Summer Supply. Our Prices
are Low Because we do not Carry, our Stock' Over to the Next
'
Season.

'i

a

Clearance Sale Now On
Continues until Stock is Sold

,'

XV

T

rf ',!

'

4,

;!f'Cx.

'

i

'

i

''M

,;,

rirtt

rIJ

first time In debate. The snee.-- h wan
admirable in point of brevity, and ean
be reported, lir full. Tt was addressed
by one of the members to a colleague
on the floor, and was: "Sit down,
'
boy I" Living Age. '

Mannonlts Go to Mexico.
Two hundred Mennonltes have left
Herbert, Saskatchewan, for IJexIco,
where they propose carving out new
THE ALLIANCE
homes ' for themselves , Cars of the
Though she awhile the doubtful Land-a- is United States road were used when
'
the Canadian Pacific refused to allow
bore,
It was her glorious privilege to Its rolling stock to cross the bound
:
carry
ary, in all 23 box cars and some
The pennant of Paul Jones, the Com colonist cars are
being used. The
modore,
The pride and- terror of the sea and Mennonltes are moving to San Antonio, Chihuahua, Mexico. Shortage of
shore,
And his the hardy and interpid cars has also delayed the move from
; " ,'
.. ';
Wymark, Sashv
Barry.
THOMAS BUCHANAN READ
;;
Mschsnlcal Coal Cutters, ;' ' 'j'
Men wiH wear rouge until cheek to
There isera' 4BK eoal' Gutters M use
cheek dancing goes
In South Africa ' In 1021, according to
v
the official statistics of the govern- -'
7
ibV.'.r'''
n
ment mining engineer. Of this !number
isniontn
250
are
bermits
About
i
were operated by. electricity' and
sued for child acton in Califortan. the balance
by compressed air. With
It is proposed that these children be
all of
subject to school authorities who will the exception of three or four,
to inveitlcato tiie the electric machines ween-- fcerted
have the

?erd'i

it!
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Crtat Ammriem

His Speech "Sit Down, Boy!
Hitherto the proceedings of the Fili
pino legislature have been in Tagalog
or in Hpanisn, although English Is
technically an official language.
But tne last election returned to
the legislature a number of young
men educated In English schools In
the Philippines
or in the United
States. They, ore Intent upon breaklng up the Spanlsli:spettl:lng tradlt'on
of the older generation of '. I'lllpino
public men, who received their early
training under the 8piinh reJiae.
Therefore, tjn;te a sensation wn
caused in the pnlTcry of the house re
cently when Enal'Sh was .nsed" for the

IFord Cars have never been so high in
Quality, or so Low. in Price. When you
buy a Ford Car you know what you are
getting, arid you have the Positive Assurance of the same High Quality;
which has made the Ford Car the.
'Greatest Seller of the Automobile

y ;u,l
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We can't help wondering how Adam
felt when he discovered that Eve
didn't know a darned thing about
cooking. Hartford Times.

cause a delay of from thirty to sixty
V
days in filling your order.

CARRINGTON
MOTOR GO

eppctite

-

,

want it.

-t- s-cx

It also Iiscps
ih teeth tlittt,
breatb stveel,

--

Spitz were
They have
held these offices in the grand lodge
lor many years.
Raton was chosen for the fortysixtn annual meeting place in luz.

Now is the Time to get that Ford Car
order in, as another thirty days will see
a Shortage of Ford Cars which will

Get your order in now, as a small deposit will hold your Car, for you, and
Assure you of its Delivery when you

dd

'

JOSEPH GILL, GRAND MASTER
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McKinley County Abstract &
Inveotment Company

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
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Ctrnr ycrr fiod
well ISien use

she
lug as well as her husband, and
was thinking very bard and fast, and
as she lay under the bushes looking toward the' place when her husband
was trapped her bright eyes saw a tree
which bad fallen right across the river,
which was deep and full of rocks, that
'X
ran through the woods,
Mrs. Fox's thoughts began to corns
fast Sbe Jumped up and ran out from
her hilling place straight to the tret
and ran along It making a sound that
attracted Mr. Dog's attention.
He stopped barking, for there on the
fallen tree he saw, as he thought, Mr.
Fox, though he had been sure a second before be had seen the tip of Mr.
Fox's nose among the leaves between
'
the rocks.
Mr. Dog left the place he was swarding and went toward the end W the
tree which was on his side of the river.
Then be stepped back and looked between the racks. He dldnt see K thing
Of Mr. Fox. for at the moment he
topped barking Mr. Fox, thinking Mr.
Man was In sight with the gun, had

MRS. FOX

.

FOX was trapped, If not
caught, he knew It, and ao did
Mm. Fox, who had been following her
husband as be was chased by Mr. Dog
through the fields and down 1 the road
to the woods. ,
Not that Mrs. Fox expected her husband to need her help, but one could
never, be certain and by keeping be
distance she was
hind Mr. Dog at
pretty sure to be safe.
.But here they were In the woods
and Mr. Fox had ran over some rocks
Just to give Mr. Dog a hard chase, ana
before he knew It down he went be
tween the rocks, and while be was not
a bit hurt there was only one way to
get out, and Mr. Dog was standing
right at that very place barking lit to
,
split his throat
Mr. Fox began to think of noma and
Mrs, Fox. He did not know she had
bean trailing the run he and Mr. Dog
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Caught Jn Act

"King of Bootleggers"
Wednesday night and captured the biggest illicit still yet
''
brought in.
Speaking of th is raid,
Messrs. Jennings and Foe said
that they v had been running
'down every possible clue for
the past three months or more.
They knew it was there, but
could not locate it. Wednesday
another clue was unearthed
and with Henry McDermott
and Sheriff Lou Meyers, Jennings and Poe went out and
soon had the placed located.
The still was operated by
steam pressure and was of 40
Several
Ijallon capacity.
high proof whiskey was
found and 500 gallons of mash.
There is evidence that considerable of the whiskey was
buried, as the officers found
pome buried, some concealed in
a cellar under a cow shed.
Two arrests were made and
are being held in the county
jail to await further developments, and some sensational
developments will likely follow..;
.:.

1

I

'
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here.
Mr. Wilford Young who is earring
the mail to Deiner, reports that the
snow is still deep on the mountain.
Messrs R. George and W. 0. Chapman who were in fro mthe saw mill
Sunday, reported that the road was
very muddy, and hard to get over.
.

AND DAVIS

ARE AFTER BUSINESS
g

Washing
Is no longer necessary The
finest work at a very moderate cost we now offer in
our modern laundry.
Clothes clean and sweet
with no more trouble than
telephoning for our delivery wagon. Try us with
this, week's wash.

STEAM

GALLUP

LAUNDRY
PHONE 166

Last week we carried a big ad
vertisement for Chambers A Davis,
agents for the Mutual Life Insurance
Company or New iork. We caU at
'
tention to the following:'
The Mutual Life Insurance Com
pany of New York, the oldest Amerv
can life insurance company, reports a
highly prosperous year in 1922. The
new insurance paid for totalled
This was a gain of almost
fifty millions over the previous year.
The outstanding insurance on Decern- -'
ber 31 reached the imposing total of
$392,-465,93- 0.

52,630,603,737.

For TTW Who WoTship
At Galhip Churches ;
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V.
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DAPTIST CHURCH
REV.

V. B. CLARK,

Pastor

o

.f.'i

Syatsma.,

Lord Bsaverbrook, speaking at tM
g
annual
of Pitman's school
at the Royal Albert hall, says the London Morning Post, said that it waa
curious fact that some men of great
the attempt to
ability had failed-i- n
' ' '
'
learn shorthand.
Be mentioned that Lord Carson was
one example, and the present; prime
minister another. It was not a question of cleverness, or even of memory. Bonar Law possessed an extraordinary memory. When he first became
leader of the conservative party, it
was his habit on the occasion of, any
great set debate In the house ot commons to dictate to his secretary the
speech that he Intended to make. He
would read it through, and then go
down to the house and repeat it with
scarcely the alteration of a word. He
would sometimes quote long mathematical calculations
entirely from
memory, yet he confessed to having
striven very hard to learn shorthand,
and without success,
.' T. M. Healy, now the governor general of the Irish Free State, used to
make use of shorthand in the debates. New j York Tribune.
prise-givin-

;

-

'

CHURCH IN CHRIST
(Congregational)
LEWIS A. STARK. Mlnlstar

'

it Preparation for 8ervice"
"Worship
'
O.iK .Tnnlnv "!hnnh Warahln with
a fine reel film: "The Great Physici
an. This is a reel tnat everyone
should see, depicting the Christ in the
role of the healing friend. Miss Kath- erine Brown is in charge of the special

'

rimV ,'fUhnni

music.

'

'

with clasea
for al lages and 'needs, Mr. H. H. Bee- son snd Mrs. Jottn U'unen, supenn-dawhich class will have the banin-n-

y,

ner? In the Primary Department the
new sand tables have been installed.
enEvery Sunday sees new pupils
rolled. If there are those not attending elsewhere, we invite them to this
"modern, progressive, efficient school
training for Christian character."
11:00 Morning Worship with a sermon by the pastor on, "Faith In God."
This is the third in the series of ser- Wlnafo.
nVII "Faith " Knaninl
...m- fcff.VM.-"WnW-While" Servicn. fea
ij.9ft
turing D. W. Griffith's big film of the
Southwest, ''Martyrs of the Alamo."
It is an. historical drama of the drama.
tic events in 1836 when the natives
for their indeoen- nf Tpvh fnno-h-t
dence from Mexico. This film should
be of real interest to everyone in this
part of the country. There will be
special music aplenty, sermon and
other features. Come with your
friends lor a worm wnue oervice.

..

-

o
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CHURCH

METHODIST

John Witt Hendrix, Pastor
In the Sunday school a course of
graded lessons is provided, a course
that passes one on from year to year,
as through and systematic as the
aourse in regular school. Each teacher has her regular course to learn and
teach .and is a specialist in her line.
A course such as this is offered free
'
to your boy or girl.
(
Two hours of public worship is pro
vided. At each of these the pastor
will deliver a sermon. The subject
for the morning will be, "A Handful
of Darkness," and in the evening,
"Vain Assumptions." Last Sunday the
pastor preached in the morning hour
having as his theme, "Traveling in
Reverse," and a good sized crowd
heard it gladly. It is his purpose to
treat some of the things the Early
Church had to overcome, or what
r.
Christianity had to overcome, to
And in what particular did they
excell ? You would be much interested in this subject. In the evening the
subject will treat upon some of the
items that modern Christianity overlooks .some of the things it assumes
as true and moves on as if they were
true. It will lead to ask and answer
this question. In what particular is
the modern church building on the
sand ? Would you like to hear a clear
lucid answe rto just such a question ?
,

con-quo-

Payments to policyholders and ben
eficiaries in 1922 were $103,690,757
and receipts from policyholders were
$98,672,430. Death claim payments
were $30,205,046; Endowments were
$10,713,005; Annuities were $2,552,-61and $30,046105 in dividends were
Wie have information 'on the side
the Company
paid to policyholders
to the intent that the Yersin Radio
is purely mutual' and has no
company will be over with their radio
and try it out in the church after the
Those of us who have been
Wives are people who keep wonder- service.
ing if the davenport wouldn't look down are confident that it will deliver
better against the other wall. Duluth the godos. There isn't any areal on
Herald.
the church but they will use the in
door receiver. Come over and hear
8,

tinpl

a;!.,i.i,.;
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Back-Breakin-

'

!

melting
The warm days
the snow in the mountains, and quite
is
of
water
stream
coming
a large
down and is being distributed over
the valley in the various ditches.
The parties who have the contract
for building the State Highway from
Bluewater ot Guam are establishing
a camp shout five miles north of
here;
They have about forty mule
teams and expect to begin work right
away.
A carload of material for the Bock
Crucher has just arrived end it is reported that the plant will be in operation soon.
Mr. Amos Tietjen is just finishing
well on the R. George place, and is
planning to move his rig for drlllnig
a well on a ranch about eigth miles
...
esst of here.
:
The musical given by the pupils of
Mrs. D. A. Nielson was attended by
an apreciative crowd. The young
people rendered their parts in good
were very
fashion and the costumes
'
'm
attractive. .t,ir.
Mrs. Marie C Nielson, of Gallup
with
spent the week end here visiting
friends and relatives.
Mr. H. J. Snyman made a hasty trip
to Texas, to visit his brother who was
very ill with pneumonia. ,
Miss Luella Knudsen rendered a vocal solo in Mutual Sunday evening.
v Mr. and Mrs.
Turner, who have
been in Gallup al lwinter have returned to theri ,farm and are preparing
for spring work.
, ...
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Carver which has been very sick,
is improving.
Mrs. Bertha Chapman and family
have moved to Gallup where her husband is working in the mines.
Mrs. S. C. Young has moved to
their ranch near Baca, to look after
their stock.
Mr. Earnest Chapman who is working at the Round House ni Gallup
spent the week end with his folks

CHAMBERS

"T""V

of Aoknowlsdgsd Ability Hv
Palltd In Effort to Laarn Evan'

Henry1 McDermott,
V. R. Saturday visiting tha farmers, to sea
be dona for, the coming
Jennings, G. C. Foe and Sher- - what oould
Mr- 'H'Jo ''V
season,
;
Lou
on
a
made
raid
iff
Meyers
have been

the

..fT.-Jirl- -
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Msn

(Herald Corteapondtncc)

&xuj,A "rti B. Su Conroy, of Val- -;
ehela County was here Friday and
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wwwar3
ta Itav at thnr.r fine of our bank books
It M a Key
that shows regular deposits is just this.
meet
to
every opto success because it prepares you
f -- half
.
more
than
way.
portunity
How often has opportunity knocked upon your door
and gone away again because you were not ready?
Do not let it happen again; This Bank will help
you prepare yourself and will pay you for the privi;f':
,
:v
leges of helping you.
a-
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HEN IN AMERICA

Guinea Pigs In Peru Are Kept to
Serve as Provisions for the
Unexpected Visitor.
Hiram Bingham, the new lieutenant
governor of Connecticut, has Just published a book, "Inca Land," in which
he describes the famous Yale expedition Into Peru, of which be was the
Life as he lived in the
director.
Andes has a number of points of difference from that In the Nw England
states. For instance, bo soys that in
Peru the housewife keeps fat little
guinea pigs running around her kitchen floor to fill In for any emergencies,
much as the American wIU have a
few tins of sardines and cans of preA guinea pig, he
serves on hand.
points out, Is, in spite of Ellis rarker
Butler, not a' pig, and It does not come
from Guinea. It Is more of a rabbit
than anything else, and for thousands
of yeara it has been a prised article
of food in the Andes of Peru. Why,
he wonders, should the North American guinea pigs be kept only as pets
or laboratory victims T The meat, he
says, is delicious and not unlike
squab.
.

THE HATS
We Are Showing At Our Spring Opening

iWJjJ'

Are a charming display of New Millinery Modes
favored style tendencies of the season. Distwctive
tnmmea
Straw Hair Cloth, Pailsey and Imported Straw Cloth,
and various
Feathers
Ribbons,
Fancy
with
Flowers,
noel
in
ways
other
wnaments
Large Brim Hats, Pokes, Turbans, and many
taste.
to
suited
every
styles

The State and city executive commutes of the Federation of Republican
Women of Maryland gave a reception
in honor of Miss Grace Spofford, city
chairman, and other newly elected
officers at the Union League headquarters, in Baltimore, January 25.

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY

FILLED

SUMMERS MILLINERY

GAIAUP TRANSFERI:
A.

i

J. McMahon, Prop.

;

r
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"The World Moves, So Do We"
QUICK SERVICE
-:-

Constantino was a success in a way.
He died with his head on his should
ers. Toledo niaae

-

Phone 42

-- :-

I

She
good

"Where can I get a
cup of coffee with

pure cream?"
with me I'm
going to the White Cafe and
get a Merchant's Luncl for
50 cents, where they serve
;

Mrs. Hendrix has been very sick
with the flu for the past week. At
this writing she is able to be up just
a utile at a time.

CHURCH OF THE HOLY

J.

PICOTING

AND

HEM STITCHING

i

Rev. A.

1

"THE OLD: BANK"

"

SPIRIT

.

Mdtinley County

,

it.

i

:

He

f'Go

coffee with 'p u r e'
cream."
:v.
-

geod

,

G. Dowie

She

Second Sunday in Lent, February 25.
Holy UommuniOn, A. M.
:
Church School, 9:45 A. M.
Morning Prayer and Sermon, 11 A.

"Agreed." '

g

.

Special Lenten Services:
Tuesday, Holy Communion, 10 A. M.
Friday, Litany and Address, 4 P. M.
St. Acnes Guild will function as
Woman's Auxiliary through Lent and
will meet at the Rectory on Friday's,
'

As Good As It Looks
A glance at this beautifully proportioned two
roadster is an invitation
passenger
to get behind the wheel.
The speed and power suggested by its graceful
lines and low-hubody are fully realized on
the open road. And is ease of manipulation
and instant response to the throttle insure unusually satisfactory behavior in traffic.
It is roomy and comfortable for two people.
four-cylind-
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Beddov Buick Co.
GALLUP, NEV RIEXICO
X7-
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to built,
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At the recent Convocation Holy
Spirit made its best report since the
organization. The report of the Committee on the State of the Church, of
which Dr. Dowie was chairman, showed a ten per cent in crease throughout
the district, in number of communicants reported. We are now near the
three thousand mark. Property gains
total nearly a quarter of a million
dollars, nicluding St. John's Sanatorium and six new church buildings
erected this past year.

ng

-

2:30 P. M.
Dr. Dowie and his mother have
recovered from the sickness which has
kept them from work these past two

weeks.

er

It contains every convenience for easy, restful
, ,
motoring in any weather.

at

Buick will build them

MRS.

J.

C.

Remember the Special Chicken Dinner
EVERY SUNDAY 75 cents

WHITE CAFE
TRADE WITH THE

cinnf

PENNEY DEAD '

Monday of this week the Gallup J.
C. Penney store was closed from 11 to
VI, account of the funeral of Mrs. J.
C. Penney, wife of the orginator and
head of the Penney stores. Mrs, Penney died last Thursday week, the funeral .was in New York Monday be-

tween

and

11

12.

SO'TANtJ

DIDNT RISK THEIR SKINS
The Americans who are afraid America will lose its soul if she does not
go back to save Europe are usually,
we have observed, the Americans
who did not haxard their skins in
France or Flanders in 1918. Vicarious sacrifice; inverted, was prevalent
in this country, after 1914, and it
thrives today in comfortable 'quart.
Tribune, ;
'

AND GET THE BEST MEATS THAT MONEY CAN BUY

Phone 64

Prompt Delivery

,

era.--Cbic- ago

Germany isn't the only one that has
defaulted in coal ' deliveries lately.
Boston jCfnveler.
,
r
,
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EatunUy Morale?, But BnSzx No. 810 Bailroad Aya:
-- "
- (2X01
Rata: On Tw in Advance
Oftk
at (tallup. Kit Maclat
.Matter la tbt Post
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A. H. CARTES,
Bpsinau Manager and Assistant Editor.
-Editor and Assistant Manager.
GZOXGE A. BYUS,
CLIFFORD M. CARTER,
Superintendent Mechanical Department
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THE PUBLIC FOOT THE BILLS'
No matter what the bill may be,. or for what purpose, the
the taxes
the pricepays
the bills the public
pays
public foot
.'V
.....
.
li
pay ail expenses.
Cut the trains up into several sections, run a full train on
the installment plan, or run trains of 50, or LpO or 200 cars, and
no matter what the cost, the public loot tne expenses.
There is a bunch of radicals in the New Mexico Legisla
ture who resent; the daub of "radicalism," and say that they
are "progressives,"
Comercialism has progressed till now a locomotive pulls
and four times what they used to naui.
three
,
two,
;
,
Merchant boats now float the seas that carry many tons
.
more than formerly. ,
Automobiles have supplanted the horses of our own time
and heavy trucks carry many times the tonnage that used to
require long teams of horses.
Yet, in New Mexico, and in a legislative body, we find
legislators who say that they are "progressives," introducing
a new law to force our railroads to stop progressing and cut
one engine can pun
up trains and run several sections, when
'
i
the whole works.
'
The more engines required to pull our trains the more it
will cost the public.
But, we are told that the labor unions of the railroads
voted the Democratic ticket last November, therefore, the rail
road unions must have what they want, cost what it may the
public pay the freight. .
This process of reasoning is just as sound as the railroad
attornev who appeared before the legislative body and warned
the legislators that if this bill passed it would require twice as
many strike breakers to handle the situation in case ot striKes.
To this railroad attorney and to that bunch of radicals in
the New Mexico Legislature we want to say that the union labor
members of the railroad boys of Gallup are not controlled by
radicals. During last year's mush-roostrikes, which involved
Winslow and Needles, there were enough level heads among the
Gallup railroad union boys to prevent any strike here. We
trust that this will be made known to the proper officials of not
only the Santa Fe System, but also to the head officials of the
railroad brotherhoods. In the mean time, don't forget to remind the radicals in
the New Mexico Legislature that no matter what they do about
running trains on the installment plan, the public pay the
,

;
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HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
MADE THEM; THEY'RE HERE

freight.

OUTLAWISM
There are people in Gallup, just as everywhere else, who
think that a community, county or State can adopt a law and
to the Constitution 'of the United
order even though contrary
"

Life and color; clean, trim

States.

Just this week one of Gallup's citizens, a man who has
lived here for many years, said : "I see where Nevada has voted wet, and I am going there just as quick as I can get packed
up."
When we said something about the Constitution of the
United States having been amended by the adoption of the
Volstead Act. and that no single State could violate the consti
tution by enacting a law to allow saloons and the sale of intox
icants, this citizen apeared surprised, and we doubt whether ne
believed what we told him.
,i
Prom the wav we hear some talk, and from the way some
; act, we doubt if they know that New Mexico adopted prohibiuon Dy..a.voie oi.zu,uuu. majority, ana mat una vuve was regis
tered in favor of prohibition before the Constitution ,oi the
United States .was amended by the Volstead Act. 'i
Whether 4we, as individuals, favor prohibiton or not, is not
now the question. The thing is: The State of New Mexico
adopted prohibition by 20,000 majority even before the Consti
tution of the United states was amended oy tne voisteaa Act.
Prohibition is a State and National law.
Every sheriff and every deputy sheriff and every commis
sioned officer under the State and Federal authority takes an
oath that he will support the Constitution of the United
States and the Constitution of his own State, and the minute
any such officer fails to support the Constitution of the United
States, or the Constitution of his own State, that very minute
he himself is an outlaw.
To wink at and make mockery of any one law breeds con
tempt for all laws.

lines Those are a few of the

--

good things you'll find in

.

l these clothe s

-

for spring

You'll also find the finest

quality
'..'I.
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and
'if1'

best

values
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We're here to show you

ENFORCE THE LAWS!

RADICALISM
The whole State of New Mexico now knows what "radi
ealism" means. When The Gallup Herald was advocating
THE MEN'S SHOP
against "radicalism," and warning both political parties to steer
clear of ' radicals," we were asked to explain what we meant
210 Coal Avenue v
by "radicalism."
We don't have to explain any more we are not asked that
question any more. The bunch of radicals in the New Mexico
Legislature have informed everybody just what "radicalism"
means. More fool breaks have been recorded by this Legislature than by all previous legislatures since Statehood. A bunch
of Yahoo Indians would have done just as well couldn't have
done any worse. They are not 11 Democrats. A sorry set of
Republicans are counted in the lot. A sorry Republican and a
radical Democrat make a team no difference one is igno- - 1.1.
.
THiii aiiuJ wie oilier is crazj.
4
Hinkle is a safe and sane man, conservative and sound. THE BOOTLEGGER ON THE DEFENSIVE had no businesstrying to enforce a national law, is changing.
The Volstead act can never be enforced until every village city
Hinkle appreciates good government and in this respect he is
'
'
and
State makes a bold stand to enforce it
-was
one
Hinkle
as
safe
Times
Republicans. If
Hustler)
(Farmington
just good as sane and
Now
out
our
that
in
the,
nation
people
are
of the radical bunch, counted among the radicals of the New
;v
beginning to
The 'hysteria of hooch" is passing. Public sentiment, in come to their senses and are
Mexico Legislature, our State would be disgraced from tip to thfi
making it hot for the bootleggers
is showinir a decided trend, to law enforcemet In in the
very places where the rum hounds seemed to have all
toe
many of the large cities the machinery of government, whjchl effective law enforcement
paralyzed, is most
to
those of our citizens who believe in obedience tnencouraging
ii
"Fortunate for the State, we have a tew sane and sate mem- - force the 18th amendment. , In Pennsylvania the new governor, to
the enforcement of law.
bers of both houses, and sound thinking Democrats and Re- - Gifford Pinchot, has launched a state-wid- e
campaign to drive
publicans will prevent the present session from running wild every bootlegger from that state. 'This effort alone requires
MR. HAGERMAN: Mr. Haiermart writA fn
, a stupendous amount of nerve and determination, but the law
with radicalism.
n0ii
'
No, The Gallup Herald will not have to do any more ex- - abiding citizens of that state tre showing the. courage of their aterald thathe has been ill with the flu, and thai just as soon
' ;
;ao ne is up ana moie, ne win organize nis new 10b, that of
plaining as to the meaning of "radicalism." The radicals in convictions.
so
in
of
at
ficials
attituda
of
forthe Navajos. The Gallup Herald is raakint every
The
educated
first,
many
have
a
the
the present Legislature
public thproly
tfrcrt to have Ltr. Hagerman locate headquarttra at Gallup;" - by which they Eiitilzsi t'--it the state aad nusicipxl
program of utter disgust.
,
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your property Is worth having.H
is worth being protected by an burar
ance policy written by this agency.
"Do it now." Phone, call or write.
Chas. W .Davis Insurance Agency,
203 W. Coal Ave., Phone 3U8. Adv.

I measured myself by the wall in the garden
The hollyhocks blossomed far over my head.
'
Oh; when can I touch with the tip of my fingers
... ;
Each tiny bud and its blossom so red?
I shall not be a child any more, but a woman.
Dear hollyhock blossoms, when shall it be T
I wish they would hurry the years that are coming,
' u
And bring all the things that I dream of to me.
'.
Oh, when I m grown I shall know all my lessons
There is so much to learn when one's only just ten
'"'
I shall be very tall, very handsome and stately,
And good, too, of course 'twill be easier, then.
.
Ill have nbthnig to vex me, and nothing te cross me
No knots In my sewing no crust on my bread
y
The days will go by like the days in a story
The sweetest and fairest that ever was read.
And then I'll come out some day in the garden,
For this little corner will always be mine;
I shall wear a white dress, all embroidered in silver,
That trails in the grass with a rustle and shine,
And meeting some child Jiere at play in the garden,
I will say: "I measured myself by the wall in the garden,
"When I was no larger than you, dear, one day."
She will smile in my face as I stoop low to kiss her,
" And hark! They are calling me in to my tea. ,
Oh, blossoms. I wish the slow years would hurry
And bring all the things that I dream of to me.
v

Mrs. L Sessel and Mrs. Tim Sullivan of Barry, 111., visited in Gallup
during the week with Mr. and Mrs.
Sigmund Haas, Mrs. Haas being a
daughter of Mrs. Sessel. They were
enroute to Los Angeles. Mrs. Haas
will go. to Los Angeles in the near
'
future.

When You Get a Piece of

,

VOLLROTII'S

.

Enamel Ware

Mrs. Ed Koenig and baby Dorothy
have returned from their visit with
friends and relatives in Albuquerque.

IS MANUFACTURED

Eugene, the eight year old son of
Mrs. McGuire, is now in Santa Fe for

L. G. SHANKLIN
Hardware

school in

Furniture

St

Michael College.

Mrs. H. Freeman was called to Kansas last week on account of the serious
illness of her mother. up

GALLUP LOCALS
AND

-

Sigmund Haas of the Kahn Stores
has been confined to his room this
week on account of the flu

YOU GET AS GOOD AS

Miss Agnes ' Bartlett has been laid
for several days with the flu.

Rev.

H.

Fryling, in charge of the

Mission, Christian Reform
Church, was in Thursday and reports
the roads in an awiui condition on
account of so much snow. Mr. Fry- ling says that with plenty water in the
Zuni

HAPPENINGS

una WfTTf AM

WYPKR
WON BID ON CABINET Black Rock reservoir prospects for a
big crop is mighty good.
G.
HL. Collar, rnbinet which I
anH'intimi off to the high'
ok.-L-- i;n
O. H. Sonne was over from Mine
eat bidder was bid in by Mrs. William No. 5 Thursday and paid The Gallup
sell
to
Herald a pleasant visit.
Wyper. Shanklin will continue
these cabinets, and any lady or housekitchen Mike Buthovitch has been quite ill
wife wanting an
'
at with flu.
.kmiM
bps the Sellers
w- ..k;.A
UWUv w
ShankKn's,
Born to Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Falls,
Jack Williams f the WJUeu Radio Sunday, February 13, a baby bey.
Plating Company was at Navajo,
a radio
FORD SALBS
Artaoaa.last week to install also
inlor Burr Porter. Mr. Porter
stalled a- Homehte from the Jones B. W. Oarringten, manager of the
rmnanv. This will also Carrington Motor Company, aad the
Ford agency, reports the following
keep his radio batteries charged.
,

-

vrina

Ben Damon and his brother, Billy,
were in Gallup during the week, com- Fort Deing in from their home at While Ul
transact business.
j:.....
town they called oa The Gallup Her': "'
ald.

sake:

-

'

.i

To the DeLuxe Cleaners, delivery
car; car to Evan Wamsley, car te the
Rehoboth Mission, and car te J. H.
Simpson.

Mr. Carrington says that he has
seven deliveries to make just as soon
as the next, shipment arrives, which
best com- will be during the coming week. Mr.
Only the largest and this
agency, Carrington also states that the depanies are represented by
and satisfac-- mand for Ford oars is greater now
assuring you or inprompt of
loss. Chas. than at any time in the history of the
w n.tH Insurance Affency. Phone Gallup Ford agency.

;"

248- -

.i..t
Adv.

T
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Sam
Mrs. L. W. Warring and sons,
dau-.u- "
and J. B. Warring, and
it;.. tm. Warrinir. were in
with
Gatt
during the week visiting once
The Warrings
Sinintances.
Kved in Gallup, Mr. Warring managed
m.
the Banner Drug store ior
now at Taos.
years. Their home is
William Zahnley has returned from
the ranch near Magdalene.
M. E. Parks was registered at the
Combs In Albuquerque this week.
at the
Gregory Page was registered
AWarado in Albuquerque Sunday.
W. E. Clarke and R. R. Butterick
ere registered at the Savoy in AJr
feaauerque Sunday.

NOTICE

n...t
T

Will you kindly give this notice
column of your
publicity in the news
PThanking you in advance for this
courtesy, we are
Yours very truly,
B. C. Hernandez, Collector,
J. W. Hernandex,
'

vte

DR. WILLSON RETURNS
Dr. H. G. Willson returned Tuesday
night from California where he went
tolook after real estate holdings he
has there and which are near producing oil wells. Dr. Willson has been
offered some nice siie prices for his
holdings, but as other wells are to be
put down near his property he will
wait for further developments.
Dr. Willson arrived on the evening
train Monday and started for his
horned There being so much flu in
town, and as he was observed making
his way up the street, he was called,
and continued answering calls until
late Tuesday night before he could
ever reach home.
Dr. Willson was very successful in
treating flu cases during the disastri-ou- a
epidemic of a few years ago, and
this reputation clings to him, as prov
en by the way he was handled Monday
on his arrival from California.
Miss Mary Willson was over from
Albuquerque Saturday and Sunday to
help her mother, Mrs. H. G. Willson,
enjoy another birthday. For the occasion, Mrs. W. R. Cregar entertained
a few friends Saturday. Miss Mary
returned te her class Sunday.

Cantrell reports a great
many cases of flu in Gallup and vicinity, but none very serious, and he
has been very successful in preventing
complications.
f
Da, Wl B.

Rev. A J. G. Dowie is eut again
several days Mtaess with flut
K. OF P. BALL

23-4- 6,

23-3- 5,

mi

October 26, 1922, was the date that
Jackie Ccogan celebrated. It was his
birthday and a great event in the
"OLIVER TWIST" IS A
He was eight years
Coogan
MASSIVE PRODUCTION old. Thisfamily.
time he had the appearance
of his biggest picture to add to the
Jackie Coogan is a "mighty little cause of his rejoicing. It is "Oliver
feller," but his size has nothing to do Twist."' Three nights at the Rex
with the magnitude of his production theatre, Wednesday, Thursday and
of f'Oliver Twist,' 'for First National. Friday, next week.
Jackie has associated with him in
"Oliver Twist" Lon Chaney, playing
Sagin; Gladys Brockwell, enacting the
character of Nancy Sikes; George
Carl
Seigman, playing Bill Sikes;
Stockdale, portraying Monks; Taylor
Graves, playing Charlie Bates, and
Eddie Trebaol, playing "the Artful
odger." Others of equal note have
been cast for the many other roles of
the feature.
. Frank
Lloyd prepared the script
of the story from the Dickens volume

are,

Mr.
and directed the production.
Lloyd is perhaps the best posted director in Dickens lore. He has made
a thorough study of Dickens and has
put into screen form several of his
greatest works, prnicipal among
which, until "Oliver Twist," was "Tale
of Two Cities," starring William Far-nuThree nigthg next week, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, at the
Rex theatre.

time nursing the sick, mostly grip and
flu cases. She' reports that all the
sick in that good neighborhood are
j
.
getting well.

Mrs. R. G. Webb and daughter, Miss
Ivy, are here for a two weeks visit
with Mr. Webb.

,

1!

Just a Slight Turn of the Knob and you
are immediately "Listening In" to the
Clear
World's Greatest Artists-Lou- d,
Music, or Singing Right in your own
Home. No Tiresome Adjustments no
Distortion or Disagreeable Interruptions
after Tuning In, with this GREBE CR
Receiver.

reg-istre-

i

Mr. Steve Flores was a pleasant
caller at The Herald ofice Wednesday.
Mr. Flores has located in our commun
ity, coming here from Magdalena,
where he was formerly located, and
where he was a successful politician
for a number of years.
,

A. L. Bradley was in-- Gallup this
week from his home at Loag Beach,
Mr. Bradley was looking up
Calif.
Miss Stella Martin has returned oil interest in
this section. He is a
We
from her visit in Albuquerque.
having brought in some of the
understand that Miss Martin will re- driller,
best
ia California, and in
turn to Albuquerque within a few days other producers
sections.
for her future home.
Elizabeth Miller, bookkeeper
7 w' Wurm will install a Radio in forMrs.
the Shanklin Hardware, waa on
his Jewelry store. Chas. Iehl has the the sick list
during the week with
.contract.
the flu.

Reception with a GREBE CR 9 Receiver
is "As Clear as a Bell."

k

;

A complete set of Instructions and Advice for the Radio Amateur accompanies
every set.

;:

,

Let us Install one in your Home Now.

French Troops Moving Into the Ruhr Basin
M

1

mm,

C. N.
In

COMPANY

rhiof Field Denutv.
Will be located at the Court

RADIO DEPARTMENT

House.
J
Lee Baldwin, member of the Federal Reserve Banking Board, for this
district, and cashier of the State Bank
at Socorro, was in town Tuesdayon
his way to the Famington .country,
where he expects to spend ten days
Mr. Baldwin reports
or two weeks.
nHinnii in the Rio Grande valley as

,.'..'.

Remember that we can furnish
any Radio Receiver you may want, and

N. Bi

encouraging and ata that range
are improving in the sections
west and southwest of his home town.
con-ditio-

'
u;.. Rachel Thomas of Holbrook
visited in Gallup during the week with
Mrs. W. B. Johnson and Mrs. Martha
:
Ketner Lindsay.
A
the
mamhflM
Lodge
of
Gallup
iv.

entertatojt at
j Eaatent Ctar
nr
in nonor

Mrs. T. J. McNeil, one of the good
women of Bluewater, was in to see
The Gallup Herald yesterday, and ad-vanced her subscription another year.
Mrs. McNeil has just returned from
Ramah where she has been for some

LISTEWG

K. ef P. Lodge will give their
annual ball at the City Club
Rooms, Saturday evening, March 17th.
Elaborate preparations
being
made for this affair and all attending
Mrs. J. J. Cullen of Los Angeles is
en
most
and
are promised a
The
pleasant
place to get a real 60 cents
our city on a visit with her niece meal isonly The
joyable time. Tickets are now on in
at
.White Uale. Adv.
C.
Lebeck.
Geo.
Mrs.
sale by the members of the lodge.

The

first

.

i

Postmaster Perry Coon has returned
from his visit in the San Juan country
and reports everythng with much inHarold Hart arrived from Canon terest in further oil developments.
City, Colo., last Wednesday and has
Miss Myrtle Kelleyt of Winslow,
accepted a position with tne F. S.
Lawrenre store as window dresser and Arizona, a niece of Mrs. Ellis Winders,
is a patient at St. Mary hospital. Mr.
interior decorator.
and Mrs. R. P. Kelley and family are
The Rex Theatre announces that a the guests at the Ellis Winders home
contract has been signed with the during the illness of this young lady.
Por.mnunr. Producers for "Block 39.
which means a run of late pictures of
C. C. Manning, W. M. Bickel and
d
highest nroduction. During this ana Mrs. F. L. Evana of Gallup were
last week the Bex has been showing
at the Alvarado in Albuquerque
some very interesting pictures.
Thursday.

Blake Carrington, head of the Caragency
rington Motor Company, Ford Denver.
of Gallup, has returned from
with
two
weeks
Mr. Carrington spent
the Denver Ford Agency to get lined
up for bigger and more Ford business
for this territory. "Sell a Ford a
minute" will be the order ef business
Mrs. Jehn W. Hendrix has been for all Ford agents, and Blake says
quite ill during the week with the flu. that he will do his best.

after

TbLitth Girls
, While Played

-

.

rniwtor W. E. Nevis will
in Gallup, on March 5 to 9th, for
the purpose of assisting taxpayers in
zor ww
filing their current returns

fee

Miss Anna Williams has retarend
from Los Angeles where she has been
for' several weeks working in a big
millinery place, learning more about
hat trimming. She will new give the
Gallup ladies the benefit of what she
learned in
millinery.

,

.

L. N. Cafy returned Monday from
Nashville, Tenn., where he was called
on account of the death of his mother.

'

was

-

tha QamUa.")

I

If

.

querque this week.
S. B. wood has neen a nam worxer
in Masonic institutions for a number
The sad news was received here VklM
of years. He merits the honor and week of the terrible accident to thret
confidence bestowed up Dy tne state little girls of Winslow while playir-- l
.
Grand Lodge of Masona'.
under a big rock. The rock fell a&J
crushed the little girls, two of thent '
BUICK CAR SALES
into
being killed instantly and mashed
Kticvh afAnai
HiAU Aa4h
...
m .
WMV
..MW. ..V. HM tka
V.. VW. VM iiniiamaafn
-,
dauBeddow Buick Company report the One of the little girls was the
K.
Mrs.
D.
Mr.
and
and;
V
Berry;
Buick
sales:
.
following
Shter
and family lived in Galhra
To Midwest Refining Co., model
5 passenger tournig for some time, and were in the electrical busniesB here.
car; to L. W. brick, model
6 passenger touring car.
Children in the neighborhood have)
been making the spot under this huga .
rrwlr a nlav.hnnaa an1
V
.m in tn.
DR. DODSON RETURNS
habit of digging underneath. At the)
i a,
Dr. A E. Dodson has returned from time of this accident it is said thai
little innocent girls were digging
Fort Worth, Texas, where he was the
called on account of the serious ill. under the rock, as others have done.
nesa of his father. Dr. Dodson's fath- whe nthe stone gave way and crushed
er. Dr. Dodson's father is up in the to death the dear little ones.
The awful tragedy hag cast a sor
70's, and has practised medicine for
many years. Dr. Dodson reports that rowful gloom over the entire city of
s )
he left his father somewhat improved, Winslow.
N. E. Soaks of Gallup was register-considering his advanced age.
At thn flnmhu. Albumieraue. Thurm-DAY JACKIE CELEBRATES
day.

wr

la

.:

Terr ibis Accident

.wnu flrmnit Junior Ttaamn at the
alafj
New Mexico Grand Lodge in Albu-Tj-

(Alia

Mrs. Jan Miller of Los Angeles, visited in Gallup during the week with.
L.

'

of Gallup

Samuel E. Wood

THE WALL IN THE GARDEN

Congratulations, "Grandpa"
s.

she?

ele-chis- c

S. E, WOOD ELECTED

is now no longer Just
"Frank." hut it is "Grnadua" Frank.
On February 2 a baby boy was born
to Mr. and Mrs. Leo Brishacher at
their home in Los Angeles, Mrs. Brishacher is the only daughter of Frank

Mrs. F.

ham

&

FRANK ...

Frank Taylor

Taylor.
Frank.

we sell all makes, r Ask for demonstrations.

Consult us about Radiophones

wires. $150.

n

......

YEEiSEfPS

"GRANDPA"

be Operated Entirely with Dry Cell Batteries, $35., Radii:

Radiophones. ' Good Double Circuit Sets, $100. Radiophones, Indoor Loop Aerial, no outsiae

U
ii

, UUU

240 up. 'Radiophones which can

mf

;1
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...i.
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Monday night
"".
ofpiNew Mexico.
partWorthy Matron
Lea
lives
in
Angeles.
Killer now

that we carry in stock a Complete Line
Here are the first photographs received in this country of the actual
entrance of French troops Into the
Ruhr. One shows .troop oa the way
from Dusseldtorf t6 Essen, and the othv"
'
er a field kitchen on tha way;
'

of Accessories.
'
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Florsheim Shoes and Low Shoes;
'

,

$1 fl

V

Sport or Conservative Low

$7.50 T0 $10

Shoes

At

A few other. Styles

Wilson Bros.

Fancy, Pantex

SHIRTS
Collar Attached Poplins, Broadcloth and Pongee in White, Tan
Gray, and Blue
$2 T0 $5

New Shipment of Hartman Trunks
7

v

Ser- -

$10

g(J

and Lilley Bags and Suit Cases now

On Display

7

7
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$300 Rally And

PUSHEQS

&Wf?EGINALD

Free Chicken
Sunday Dinner

DENNY

Members of St. Paul's
church have arranged a
program for tomorrow, Sun
day, and invite the public gen
erally to attend. The program
commences at 9 :30 A. M.. and
continues till 8 P. M. '
The program, as announced.
is as follows:
9:30 A. M.. Model Sunday
School, Deacon Sam Slack, Sup- i

El

IE

1

enmenaem.
A

II

J

-

:00 A. M., Sermon by Rev.
G. W. Jenkins.
12:30 P4 M., Free Chicken
11

7fe?

Dinner served at the church.
2 :45 P. M., Missionary Sisters will present good program.
Sister Lula Bell Slack, President.
',
3:45 P. M., Sermon by Rev.
We Curtis.
4:30 P. M.: N, A. A! C P- addresses by Deacons Jenkins,
Shaw, Partee and others Dan
black, President. '
7:00 P. M., Program by B.
Y. P. U. Master Essex Jen
kins, President. 8 :00 P. M., Program by Sun
beam Band Miss Thelma
James, President.
Closing address given by the
;.
pastor.
Given under the Auspices of
the Colored Baptist Church of
,;.

.
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)

;
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Managers Garrett & Garrett of the most popular short length features
Rex Theatre announce the popular ever shown in this city. What Kid
Roberts is going to do in the next
series of "The Leather Pushers" now round" is looked
forward to with in- running, and shows Kid Roberts win- terest, However, the beatuy of this
ning new fistic laureals in his battle series is that each one is complete in
for fame, wealth and the one girl. As itself. If you miss one you can go on
in the other stories of H. C. Witwer's with the rest and not be wondering
series Reginald Denny, popular andJ what it is all about.
virile Universal pjayer, will interpret
Denny and Hayden Stevenson, as
n
tne steiiar roie.
Kid's manaeer.
the
together witn
There is no gainsaying the fact that
Harry Pollard, the director, are giving
"The Leather Pushers" series is the enjoyment to thousands. '
'
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PLANS TO CIRCLE WORLD

Sixty-Eig- ht

Indian Dead.

The death of Wapatuk on the Qui- nault (Wash.) Indian reservation at
the reputed age of one hundred and
seven removes the last survivor of the
original band which made the famous
treaty with the government In 1850.
Wapatula died In abject poverty, although he owned a timber claim worth
'
many thousands of dollars.
While there Is no way of computing
the age of the old Indians who are now
passing, Wapatuk has long been known
as the oldest of the tribe.
Born near the little town of Tahola,
Wash., more than a century ago, he
lived to see his father's wigwam replaced by a thriving town of modern
homes. . Built with large physique,
Wapatuk took up the burden of war

r

uaiiup.

Trustees : E. J. Jenkins, D. G.
Sam Slack, Robert War
Keys,
That
It Further
RESOLUTIONS OF' CONDOLENCE these resolutions
be spread upon our ren. Tyvm. Young, pastor,
f
Minutes and that a conv thereof, bv
Whereas: me Aimignty Kuler of our Secretary, delivered to our Broth.
"Do you think motion picthe Universe, in his Infinite Wisdom, jer, and that copies be also furnished tures are
educational?" "Yes,"
nas seen in to can to Himself tne be--1 to the local press.
Mr. Stormington
ivvea mgaer 01 our esteemea urotner,
A. E. LINDAHL,
voe oicmanon; and
Barnes;
I won't uav
"although
CHAS. McQUADE,
Whereas: We, the members of
they have gotten so far along as
E.
MARTIN.
A.
Gallup Lodge No. 1440 of the Benev
teacn people now to act."Committee. '"7 io
olent and Protective Order of Elks,
Wasmngtpn star.
realizes mat in tne death of a mother,
X,
her children sustain the greatest POOR LIGHTS CAUSE ACCIDENTS
see
oars,
nave
a
i
you
and
bereavement
enter
32
can
American cities
that
grief
Experiments in
their lives, and lose their best earthly indicate that. 17.6 per cent of the ac new cook. Is she experienced ?
friend and most loving sympathiser, cidents occunnsr at nieht are due to Mrs. B I belive so.
She
Aim xnerexore:
Inadequate illumination.
started
the
first
day
Be It Resolved:
coming
by
By the members
late ana tnen asking for the
of this organization in open Lodg as- SOME REAL WORK NEEDED
Boston Trans
peniDieu, mat we extend to our
Efficiency- - exnerts are all richt in afternoon off.
Joe McMahon, our aincerest their olace. but what the world neads cript.
.
sympathy and love, assuring him of above evrything else at this time is
our follest fraternal help and
a batch of folks who will lend a halo.
A doctor is a man who will' adviiM
reverenntly
commending tog hand in doing the daily, hum-d- rr
a a rest and make yon work your fool
1 "n torn can of that Infinite Love
tasks that surround us on every sLa, head off to pay for the
i t P' Mi tap ocetnaes of bb
Chronicle and News.
fipringfisld (Ua) Kepublican. .7

WANT local aalespeo-pl- e
for new and surprising household articl.
JLarge inamediate Pro
fits
permanent ' position. If you can represent me exclusively. I
WILL MAKE YOU AN

OFFER NEVER EE.
FORE MADE to salespeople. Write at once
for particulars. Tell me
all about yourselves. I
want some one! who is
not afraid of work for
big CASH

return.
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WE ARE

NOW

PREPARED

TO GIVE
'

YOU

'

FIRST-CLAS- S

.

OPTICAL SERVICE
Graduate and Registered
Optometrist in Charge
Only Man In Town Holding More Than One State
" "
License '
All Work Guaranteed
'

1

Allan J. Cobnajn, poted British trans
continental air man, who Is arranging
for a flight around the world by plane.
It la said he wUl start about March
24 and try to do It in 00 daya

F.W.Wurm
JEWELRY and OPTICIAN

JJight here's the place to feed your face and get your money's worth
geach meal is right, we treat you white, and serve the best on earthj
,

gelected pies for hungry guys, the kind that mother made.
rphe best of Veal, and goopT Oatmeal, Ice Cleam and Lemonade,
ssorted Steaks, and Griddle Cakes, and doughnuts fat and round;
cheer, in "EATS" that's clean and sound,
JJnited here is high-cla-

,

ss

jjomp in for lunch;
A1 mea we serve

fare

when quite yonng and was acknowledged one of the best
shots in the tribe. With the com
Ing of the white man Wapatuk moved
farther and farther up the Qulnault,
hunting and fishing, living the lacy,
Indolent life of the
tribes of
Puget sound. ,

we have

a hunch that you

will call again.

belp your nerve and never give you pain.
Bad Cooking or Sloppy Stews are served in HEBE, old pard.
rphis rhyme will show you where to go so remember this little card.

Jo

flsh-eatln- g

IF YOU WANT A STEAK, COME, AND YOU GET IT

The Republican women of Utah are
having a banquet February 5 in Salt
Lake City. Thev have madn mihfn.
tial gains in their membership in the
iao year.

MANHATTAN CAFE

my prices and

quality with
any grocery store in gallup
and you will let me save you
Money during 1923, as 1 did in 1922

replied
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girls in a Philadelphia

Veteran

V
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1
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one-poun- d

UNDERWEAR
Vassar Underwear, light weight
Union Suits, long
flJO TO QA
or short sleeve

-

r I

n

.

EARLS M. SELFRIDGB
531 Atlantic Avenue 7
4
Boston 8, Man.
,

candy factory are needed to pack a
box of candy, writes "Gl7
Card" In the Philadelphia Inquirer.
,. I saw the automatic stokers tn an
electric plant attended by two men
Are the boilers under the engines of
'
80,000 horse power.
There you behold a contrast of labor and result
In one case, to meet the fancies of
confection eaters, all that Immense labor Is employed to put individual
pieces of candy In a box. In the other
Instance, machines, backed by a few
millions of capital Invested In other
machines, can generate electric power
sufficient to tarn 10,000 wheels over a
distance of scores of miles.
At other places you may see capital
pick np a freight car and dump Its contents Into a shop as you would put a
spoonful of sugar in your coffee.
Lucky that somebody has money to
hire such big machines to do our work.
Otherwise you would be paying treble
:
for what yoq get.

Pajamas, Plain or

2 TO

v.

,

One-Pou-

PAJAMAS

$12

At

T0

'X r

1

Sixty-eig-

. .. $3.50

au

j

t:!

.

'

One Philadelphia Shop Employs
Qlrls to Pack a
Box of Candy.

PANTS

Dutchess Trousers for Extra

,

t'l

.a.

'M
fu

xe-t'r-
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EXAMPLE OF WASTED LABOR

KNOX HATS
Silver Gray and Amber are the
Leading Colors
g TO

SHOES

the New Brighton
and Parkway Styles

paper.

t:

i:r.to

u no
.t t.:z p
fYenf"a:.l'Csrr!t4c;t
ars

.

Eoiiy. that Leyba waa a locier. Then
a law letters vnert produced to snow
tiuit Leyba had been having some correspondence with a woman in Gallup
wno limed ner name as "Helen."
One letter said, "I wish, you had me
in your arms so you could kiss me
continually.
The officer explained that the man
here had been receiving money from
"Helen." The oxiicer aaia the woman
in Gallup had a husband and that she
had even offered to let Leyba sell her
good dresses so she might get more
"'--Imoney. ' ' '. t
was explained that "Helen"
sneaked all the money she could from
ner nusband to send to her Albuquerque lover. Leyba said he did not
know the woman was married. : - '
'It s bad enoush for a man to try
to take a man's wife from him without taking his money," said Judge
Roddy. "I'll give you 60 days."

40-ce- nt

New Styles In

"ri;

Albu"uer"'e' i.r tlwe

t t
and jprobaiy LI
witl Vksr'i i'rU'ljlR?
to jail for U iv-- yi
i wtracy
;;,cii;.:,;..5lt,
charge.
a police oriicer tow Jucri ucrge

utf

(Dm EflM3
r.

Mrs.

We

awtr
T.ia'of
court r

"leb, I know," interrupted attv.:,S
"Next Christmas," placidly pursued
Jura., VI ahaU give alt gifts and no
cards at all,"
, "Huh I" grunted Mr. "Whit'd J
Want to do bankrupt
-;.'
Not at all," replied hla wife, "I
won't spend a cent more than I spent
this year. But I've sworn off cards.
They don't mean anything any longer.
Business Sims and banks send Uietn
out They're as common as flies tn
summer., I'm going to send all glfta,
and I'm sure every one will be better
pleased all around.".
"But Just how," Inquired Mr, "Just
how are yon going to do this with mo
extra money?"
"Oh, they'll
"Easy," she answered.
be bumble gifts, of course I But the
elaborate cards they get out nowadays
cost as much as staall gifts. Our cards
cost 00 cents apiece and we bought 29.
Now, why pot
presents instead? They carry twice as much
sentiment All oar friends will think
better of us and we save money."
"Huhl" said M., returning to his

fiit'ininsEiik'RS
3

Christmas" started

.4

to

Woman Hu Made Up Her Mind
Make Real CJfta to Friends at
Nsxt Holiday leaon. .,J1
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tkOf UlOHAL
In a country where property Is more
divided
than
anywhere else,
evenly
they rend the air shouting agartan
doctrines. In a country where wages JIHIIIIIIIUIIUUUIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItttlHMIIl
of labor are high beyond parallel, they
would teach the laborer that he u
DENTIST
only an oppressed slave. They would
shock the foundations
of industry
Over Wurm's Jewelry Store
and dry up ajl the strwnvs." w. .
GJIup,N.M..j
.
,,
--V
fiiiiiiiiiiiiniiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiir;
Mrs. Edwin W. Gearhart, of Scran,
ton, Pa., has been elected president of
EDMUND R. FRENCH
the Republican Women's Club, the
members being residents of central
ADVUTOJINQ KATES 1
Lawyer
'.:''.')'
seta tm Una, 10 ooati wk heat and eastern sections of the city.
Par
Member Bar: Supreme Court UnkoV
wor
Ooaatias
par lint Ch snot
order, sad to eanful to par to at
States, Supreme Court of New
Merieo. ;r
i'
805 Coal Avenue.
Cifice:
' DAY OLD CHIX: Golden Buff,
Brown and White Leghorns, AnconM,
Black Minorcas, Barred Rocks, R. I.
MARTIN A CHAPMAN,
Reds, Buff Orpingtons, ano"
Attorneys-At-La- w
Enoch Crews, Seabrigrht,
Calif.
OFFICES: '.:

HERALD IVAHTS

.

.

.

wtiy

Eleanor Boardman

TYPEWRITERS All makes, easy
payments. Write for Catalogue. High
Grade Typewriter Ribbons. Southwestern Typewriter Co., Grants, New
27-Mexico.

4t

TO OUR ADVERTISERS.
The Herald's advertising patronage
is growing every week, and it is only
a short time when we will have to enlarge and print more pages. We desire to call the attention of the ad.

vertiser to the fact that the earlier

in the week they hand in the copy
for their ads, the better aeriveo we
can give them. It takes time to set
these ads, and a last minuet advertisement can not be given the time and
attention that an eariler ad receives.
Bear in mind that the earlier we receive your copy the better service we
can give, and the more attractive will
be your display.

Said lease will be sold at public auction in this office on the terms set
forth, to the qualified bidder offering
the highest bonus, on the third day of
April 1923, at 10 o'clock, A. M. Any
and all persona having adverse or
conflicting claims to said land, or any
part thereof, are hereby notified that
they should We, on or oeiore apru
3. 1923. their protest or obiectioa
against the granting of the lease for
such land, otherwise suon claims may
be disregarded in granting such
A. M. BERGERE, Register.

lease.

(1547)

First Pub, Feb. 24,

1923.

"

Last Pub. Mar. 24, 1923.

,

IN THE PROBATE COURT WITHIN
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.
AND STATE
MHCINLEY
OF NEW MEXICO
K
IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITHIN In the matter of the
Lube
of
Estate
OF
Kauzlarlc,
COUNTY
THE
AND FOR
deceased.
McKINLEY AN STATE OF
No. 225
NEW MEXICO
NOTICE
Gallup, New Masioo.
Plaintiff
Meta Blanford,
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
No. 2042
vs.
the undersigned has been appointed
Defendant
Raymond Blanford,
administrator 01 the estate 01 liUDe
DR. E. PARK SELLARD
NOTICE OF SUIT TO THE ABOVE Kauzlaric, deceased; and that all perDEFENDANT
,
NAMED
sons having claims against said es
Registered Optometrist
You Are Hereby Notified that suit tate and said decedent will present
Latest Equipment for Properly Test has been filed by the above named them
within the time and manner prebig Eyes
scribed by law.
plaintiff and is now pending against
Disin
the
defendant
named
above
the
Louis Kauzlaric,,
POSTOFFICE BUILDING
trict Court of McKinley County, New (1499)
Administrator.
.
numbered
suit
said
being
Mexico,
First Pub. Feb. 3, 1923.
2012 on the docket of said court.
Last Pub. Fb- - 7, 1933,
That the general cbjects
aWj?'i
DR. M. M. ELLISON
'
are a3 follows I The first cause or IN THE PROBATE COURT WITH.
PENTIS'?
action is fo n absolute divorce from
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
'
the above named defendant upon the
OF McKINLEY AND STATE
that
and
the
Gallup Clinic Building
of
grounds abandonment;
OF NEW MEXICO
aban
for
action
is
of
cause
second
New Mexico solute divoroe from the above named In the matter of the
Gallup
Estate of John B. McKinley,
defendant on the grounds of non-suU
Deceased.
No. 234
And you are further notified that
ltnfoaa vnn ntfir. or cause to De en
NOTICE
to HBREBV CTVF.N that
tered
your appearance in said cause
THE
01
.pru the undersigned has been appointed
on or before the inn aay
iwa iiiifoment will be rendered in aamuii8tratnx ot uw eswuva m vuu
and nut AiT.. Erin lair liaoaasaA'.
default
and that all
said cause against you by
"
wkmiiivj,
the relief prayed lor win oe grarrcea. persons having claims against s .id
The name 01 piamturs attorney is estate and said decedent will present
(ZUNI)
H. C. Denny, whose post oriice
them within the time and manner preis Gallup, New Mexico.
scribed by law.
AND RESTAURANT
NAT liAKUlA,
Administratrix
iRnni
Clerk District Court,
DAVID SULLIVAN, Mgr.
,;
McKinley County, N. M. First Pub. Feb. 3, 1923.
D. C. SEAL)
Last Pub-Fe- b.
27, 1923.
First Pub. Feb. 24, 23
ZUNI, NEW MEXICO
Last Pub. Mar. 17, 23.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
(1551)
Land
Department of the Interior U. S. JanuSanta Fe, N. M.,
at
Office,
MftTTrn fnp pitri.ICATION.
RUIZ A OVERSON
26, 1923.
of the Interior, U.' S. ary
in herebv ffiven that Fran
Nntire
Department
:
Attorneys-At-Lam.,
Land Uiiice at ania re,
cis A. Lewis, of Ramah, N. M., who,
February 20, 1923.
on December 27, 1920, made Addl.
Practice in all Courts of
Mntioa 10 harohv (rlVPn that Henry Homestead
Entry, No. 031338, for
C. Elkins, of Bluewater, N. Mex., who,
SEk; SEKSWU: WH
New Mexico and Arizona
on November 3, 1919 and August 12,
section
iu, lownsnip v oivu,
entries. No. SW, 16 W., N.
100(1 maAa TTnmnntead
M. P. Meridian, has
Range
and Lots filed notice of intention 'to maKe
036739 and 036740, for NE
JQHN WITT HENDRIX
w
ana liois o fl.nu.ngr nrnnf. to establish claim to
1 and 2, and Ett
Pastor of The Methodist Church
Secand
and 4, and E SW
the land above described, before U.
Residence 800 3rd Street
tion 18. Township 14 N., Range 11 S. Commissioner, at Kaman, Mciun- v
Phone No. 288.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed ley Co., N. M., on the I3tn aay 01
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:30 A. M. West,
notice of intention to maice a year March, 1923.
And 7:00 to
thfl land
f. jo.
DmI bva Aaaklipk
kowu.wm nlnim tflClaimant names as witnesses: :
At Your Service At All Hours.
above described, before U. S. Com G. H. Mangum, Nellie Mangum, k.
vo., H. Bloomfield and 0. F. Lewis, all
vaientaa
missioner, at urants,
I 4 AAQ
a)A
h.o
N. Mex., on tne otn aay 01 Apru. ivsso. of Ramah,
riatmnnt. namoii na witrtARHeft! Torn
gEE(JERE( Register.
DR. PAUL H. BENNETT
Elkins, George Keercy, A. A. Berry-hil- l,r,
(1494) .
of
all
Harrold Perewitt,
DENTIST
.
First Pub. Feb. 3, 1923.
,
N. Mex.
Last Pub. Mar. 3, 1923.
Office: Worm Building
A. M. BaBAjcjaia, negister.
New Meiico
Gallup
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
First Pub. February 24, 1923.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Last Pub. Mar. 24, 1923.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., January
- V. '
1923.
26,
.
PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR
Notice is hereby given that Abran
a.
u.
on
Department of the Interior, .
Garcia, of Atargue. N. M., who, En-toj,
Land Oliice at eanta re,
3, 1921, made Homestead
SE
February 21, 1923. ,
No. 084244, for
fn
Man
Mnt.ica
hirebv eiven that
. GENERAL ENGINEERING
SV4, Section 22,
NW; 6
uel S. Landavazo, of Zuni, N. M., who Township
18 W., N. M.
N.,
Range
PRACTICE
Stock-Raision April 13th, 1918, made
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inHomestead Entry, No. 035656, for tention to make three-yeproof, to
All (Of Section 24, lowraniy
Architectural Service In
afahiiah claim to the land above des
Range 18 West, N. M. P. Meridian,
cribed, before U. S. Commissioner, at
Connection
has filed notice of intention to make Ramah, McKinley
w. ., on tne
claim
three-yeproof, to establish
ishm.
ol
13th
Marcn,
day
U.
to the land above described before
mint names as witnesses;
210H WEST R. R. AVENUE
S. Commissioner, at uauup, jnciuniey
RArpla and Jose Iano. Dario
Juan
NEW MEXICO
Co., N. M., on the 9th day of April, Chavez and Donaciano Marez of Atar- GALLUP,
I

'

,

'

'
SALE Burroughs Adding
..
. FOR
TvnAvrritAi.
nAMiHMnn
macnine aim
til
Will sell!
condition. ,r,"
KfK in
X
ftlOrtAA laaa than flfllf wllflfcl
they are worth. Inquire' at Herald
27-- tf
office.
; ;, .'
1

firat-.p.las-
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NOTICE

:'j'

Notice is hereby given that W. E
Sawyer has purchased the business interest of F. W. Hendershot in the
City Meat Market, and the City Meat
Market will continue under the management of W. E. Sawyer, F. W. Hen
'
dershot retiring.
W. E. SAWYER, Prop.
(Signed)
City Meat Market.
J
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THEN AS NOW

SIIEWEE HOTEL

Daniel Webster, one of the great-

est thinkers and orators

'

of all his-

tory, in a speech delivered long before
the time of the Civil war, said:
"There are persons who constantly
Clamor, they complain of speculation
and the pernicious influence of accumulated wealth. They cry out loudly
against all banks and corporations,
and all means by which small capitals
become united in order to produce,
important fundamental results. They
all
carry out mad hostility agains
established institutions. In a country
of unbounded liberty they, clamor
against oppression. In a country of
heaven and
perfect equality they move
earth against privilege and monopoly,

"i-v--

aa-dre- ss

;

The development of Eleanor Board'
man as a "movie" star has attracted
much attention. From about 2,000
girls she was chosen a very short time
ago by a leading producer who was
seeking material for film work. Doing her first small part to the satisfao-tioof the producer she was rapidly
given more important parts until aha
now has reached stardom.
n

w
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CASH and SERVICE

.

u:u

.

STORE

Have Very
Attractive Priceo On
GOOD GROCERIES

J

1

.

H W. BROSE, M. E.

- -

SWNE;

WNW;
ar

u.,

ni

An- d-

1923."

Compare Prices

.

to-w- it:

to-w- it:

16-1- 00
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(1527)
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First Pub. Feb. 17, 23,
Last Pub. Mar. 10, 23.

:
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IN THE PROBATE COURT WITHIN
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ',
McKINLEY AND STATE
OF NEW MEXICO
i
In the matter of the Estate )
',
of Mona E. Blackwell,
)ss
Deceased.
)
No.' 207
W
NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
Notice Is Hereby Given: That the
-

undersigned administrator of the estate of Mona E. Blackwell, deceased,
has filed his final report and petition
for discharge as such administrator;
and tnat the above entitled court has
set the 20th day of March, 1923, as
the time and place for the hearing of
any and all objections to said final
report and petition for discharge, and
any and all other matter, cause, or
thins; touching; the administration of
said estate; and that at said time and
place ail matters shown by said final
report and petition for discharge and
all other matters touching the administration of said estate will be passed
upon and determined by said court.
ULAKENCE

UHLAND,

Administrator
;.
Witness my hand and official seal this
9th day of February, 1923.
;
(SEAL. Or rKUUATE COURT)
NAT GARCIA, '
(1525)
Clerk.
First Pub. Feb. 17, 23.
Last Pub. Mar. .10, 23. . '.;
,
'.

.

.

',

IN THE PROBATE COURT WITHIN
AMD FOR THE COUNTY OF

McKINLEY AND STATE
OF NEW MEXICO
In the matter of the Estate )
James Womble Blackwell )ss

Deceased

)

,

.

Blue-wate-

ar

Call

upon "certain personal property, the
property of said defendant, J. M,
All of said stocks of
Ramos,
goods, wares and merchandise, furniture and fixtures, as mora fully shown
and set forth in the inventory there
of which is on file in my office at
?
Gallup, New Mexico.
And whereas, I am now commanded
by said execution to sell said personal
property for the best price obtainable
In cash at public vendue, for the purpose of satisfying said judgment.
Now Therefore, notice u hereby
given that on the 14th day of March,
1923, at the hour of 10:00 o'clock A.
M., at the front door of the McKinley County Court House, at Gallup,
New Mexico, I will offer at public
auction and sell to the, highest bidder
for cash the above described personal
property, or so much thereof as may
be necessary to make the said sum of
said judsrment and costs,
the
sum of Three Hundred Four and
($304.16) Dollars, with interest thereon from the 26th day of January,
1923, at the rate of 6
per annum.
together with all accrued costs, in the
sum of Ten ($10.00) Dollars, together
:
.J I.L.
wim auw una expenses 01 Bamj execution and this sale, and my lawful'
costs and commissions.
Dated at Gallup, New Mexico, this
9th day of February, 1923.
L. A. MYERS, f
Sheriff of McKinley
j
v
County, New Mexico.

No. 208

NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
Notice Is Hereby Given: That the
undersigned administrator of the estate of James Womble Blackwell, deceased, has filed his final report and
petition lor discharge as such administrator; and that the above entitled
court has set the 20th day of March,
as the time and place for a
1923,
hearing of any and all objections to
said final report and petition for discharge, and any and all other matters, cause, or thing touching the administration of said estate: and that
at said time and place all matters
shown by said final report and petition for discharge and all other matters touching the administration of
said estate will be passed upon and
determined by said court
CLARENCE UHLAND,
'.
Administrator.
Witness my hand and official seal this
9th day of February, 1923.
OF PROBATE COURT)
(SEAL
'
j
NAT GARCIA,
i

Claimant names as witnesses:
A. M. oeMCiB,a, iwuw''
Jesus Cutierez, Ramon Chavez,
(1495)
and Simplicio
.
Guillino
Landavazo,
f
First Pub. Feb. 3, 1923
guished itself by electing as auditor, Garcia, all of Zuni, N. M.
Pub. Mar. 8, 1923.
Last
Clerk.
(1526)
A. M. BERGERE, Register.
a Republican woman, am. uwau
First Pub. Feb. 17,23.
First Pub. Feb. 24, 1923.
:
"
Davidson.
:
WITH
COURT
',; "
DISTRICT
Last Pub. Mar. 10, 23.
IN THE
Last Pub. Mar. 24. 1923.
t
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
(1552)
4' :':.:;' ;;
STATE'
and
OF McKINLEY
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
OF NEW MEXICO v r j
Notice of offer of coal land for lease.
Bank,
State
The
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTER- A Gallup
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
. flaMtlll..
IOR. United States Land Office, Santa a. w.r.
Office, at Santa Fe, N.- M., Febro-'-:'
'
ary 3, 1923.-- v' .7
Fe, New- Mexico. Serial No. 045237.
Defendant
j.
M.
J.
Ramos,
Notice is hereby given that Samuel
Notice is hereby given that purN. Shirley, of Bluewater, N, M., who,
suant to the act of February 25, 1920 vrtTTPR OF i5HERIFF'S SALE
that
RaisiPublic Notice Is Hereby Given,
on Feb. 17th, 1922 .made
(41 Stat.. 437) and the regulations
execution ng; Homestead
thereunder approved April 1, 1920, under and by virtue of an
Entry No 043567, for
of
the
Court
out of the Dtetrict
all o.'- Section 8, Township 14 N.,
Circular No. 679, the secretary 01 tne issued nt
New Mexico.- - in and for the Range 9 W.j N. M. P.: meridian, has
Tntprior. nnon the netition of Joseph cfofo
New
of
State
filed notice of intention to make 8
Cardo, has designated the NEU NEU County of McKinley and
., Mexico, in the above entitled and hum years proof, with 2 yvs. Military Ser
Sec. 24, T. 15 N., . i w., . .
')
action
ai wni. an coal leasins: unit No. 128, bered cause, which is an
vi;e, to establish claim to the land
named plaintiff, above described, bafore U. S. CommisNew Mexico No, 10. and has directed brought by the abovenamed
defendant, sioner, at Gallup, McKinley Co., N
that the same be offered for lease. against the above,
Lease of said unit will De maae at upon a promisory note, and judgment M., on tne im aay or saarcoi. n-- a.
a- rnvaitv 01 IB cents'
von a mini having been rendered in said cause,
Claimant names as witnees:
of in favor of said plaintiff for thejw-- a
mum investment requirement
W. R. Gan, of GaUajB, N. 1I A. J.
8
and
Four
Hundred
of
Three
of
thrue
tlfiOO dudiig; the first,
yeari
there- Blair, Clint JoVj and Loyd Carter,
tiae lease an4 a minimnm production ($304,16) Dollars with interest from of Bluewater, NT K. Hntriramanlf at 175 ton a1 ear com- - on at the rate of 6 per annum
Au M.. EZCZ'S, RC-Zt3o th h. Orttk Jaw nt Jannarv. 1923. until .;.;
imnsm (wiA th. fourth
a4
said
of
costs
suit,
the
and
w
paid
Maae and owtrwise snavwntwuy
and under and by
form set whereas hertofore
aeeordanee with the lease)
u-- t ivh. i"r. n, s
-- M
I "4 )
-- v 10 ,
t

tir.ii,.. nnimtv. Ala.. has distin
,
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nOOTCa
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ARTISTS

hootch" artist w h a t h v t h in k
of hootch, and if he is honest and
brains left, he will tell you
with
oua. Ihen, we conclude that hoc. Ji
that drinking hootch is very disastr-i- s
made to aell and not to drink.

prices

ay

ESTTES

TIMSS9HB ranntrv

ia

moisture for early spring grass, and
eariy apimg grass Wlii maJW tne little
lambs come up. Being sure of lamb
chops should make us all feel better.

am.
'

1,.

10e

Snap Fastener
Tape: Fasten-- ,
era set 1
on good"
tape.
quality
White, black.
j
Yard,
Cot-to-

Shoe

Laces

ins

40

Each, 19c
Men's. Hair
Brush: Alumi
num face: blk.
stiff bristles.

super-

ior finish; blk.
or cordovan.

Shears: Each
pair packed in
box with extra
set of blades.
89c

,

Ta pe Meas60
ures:

,

i

.,

'

9c

Pa n(ts jBut.
6 in box.

tons:

8c

;.

.

Men's ' Belts:
Genuine cowhide; black
or brown, ton- gue or slide;
buckles. Each,

:

5c

Toilet
Pine:
Steel or fine
quality brass;
different sizes.
Per paper,
3c

f

o

elastic

Extra fine9

(Continued From Page One)

diet of 'thumbs down' often
made a distinctly unfavorable
impression on the performers

,

.

.'
..
there.
j
"Whether, in our own country or in others, there never has
been a time when the public
was so exacting in its attitude
toward its servants as it is today. There never was a time
when the critic on the outside
looking in found more to criticise than he can find in these
days. Today the tendency is
not ' only to criticise ' a public
servant for any act of ommis-aio- n
:

.

.

or of commission, but to
charge him personally with being actuated by, ulterior motives or motives of personal or
purely selfish interest.
"The problems of public life
are nowadays more complex,
4-

'

more difficult to chart than
they ever have been. There
are, we may fairly say, ho local
and detched problems. Everyis related to everything
thing
i
i .
t
mo
eise, every wiieie. juuiuik
war we all convinced ourselves
that the world would never
again be as it was before ; and I
guess we are right to that extent. But more than four years
have passed since the war's
end, and. we haven't yet got a
notion of what sort of world
we are going to have.
"Incidentally, I want to say
that I know one country, and
one government, that have
been acting on plain simple advice in the last two years, aiming to get its people and its
plant back at work; trying to
increase its income and reduce
its outgo, seeking to insure itself against wars and the menace of wars; endeavoring to ac- ;

--

No Frills!
Don't look for premiums or
coupons with Lytona, as the
cost of making it prevents
their use no, frills at all-j- ust
e
packages of
full-siz-

fine

quality at an honest

price.tfor never iulsl
Cook Book
Write

64-pa- -e

Rumford Chemical Works
:

EaatSt.Louk,IU.

cumulate real capital of flat
; trying to lessen the
burden of the armaments;
finding tasks useful, worth
while tasks for people who
formerly were idle ; encourging
trade and industry, seeking to
open new markets; refusing to
get entangled with others who
have not yet found that the
,
war is over.
is
"That country the United
States of America and it has
been setting a mighty good ex
ample of quiet, humdrum, safe
and sensible management of a
nation's affairs. Nothing spec
tacular has been done, but
taxes are lower, the danger of
war in the Pacific has been
removed, four or five million
workers who two years ago
were out of jobs .and more lab
or is needed than can be found.
the cost of living hasn't been
reduced, but the number of
people who can pay that cost
has been increased powerfully.
the huge government debt has
not been reduced much, but tys
increase has been stopped and
we can see ahead the time
when its progressive reduction
wil be a fixed part of the na
tional program, the labor question has not been permanently
settled, and than God,' it never
millen-iuwill be this side of

I-

)

i

YOUR EYES

' I

'

V':'.

,

"

-

Your eyes, like your teeth,
should be examined at least once
cause they are so sensitive to
.

,

various strains.
Your doctor will tell you that
tney are the most delicate organs of the body and at the
same time the most abused.
Many people complain of
headaches when the real source
of the trouhla ran ha nlatwi.riir.
ectly to defective vision. ,
When this ia corrected in time
no ill eilects result. But many
people continue to put off tak- inflr Para of their avaa nntil tha
optical nerve becomes strained
and weakened to such an extent
that the eye is irreparably dam-

Chee Dodtre. wealthv and nrominent
cattle and ranchman of the Fort De
fiance and Crystal country, was in
Gallup durmg the week.
Miss Mary Lorenzino has been quite
in xor several days witn nu.

aged.

,

;

Have your eyes examined at
your first opportunity. Our
charges are reasonable.

Rev. Dr. L. A. Stark has been laid
up most ox the week with tne flu.
.L TT. noafirhar nf Vahnhnth uraa a
pleasant caller at The Gallup Herald
onice yesteraay, ana aavaneea ms
suoscripuon ior anotner year.

E. PARKE SELLARD
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST

,

Tha Ratlin lianartmant nt tha fl W
Cotton Company.report that they have
shinned One net. of Radio tn Snrinirer
" aim uiib oci w ouuui Aim.

Post Office Building ' f
New Mexico
Gallup, v
At Same Stand for Past Five
Years

;:'::

Sah-nes-t-

'

REX PROGRAM
FOR NEXT WEEK
MR.

P.

G.

STUMP, Organist

SUNDAY
Viola1

Dana in
"THE f 5 BABY."
Mermaide Comedy,
"PEST OF THE STORM

the Colonics of France

money

COUNTRY."

THE LEATHER PUSHERS.

MONDAY
Repeating
SUNDAY'S PROGRAM.
r

t

i!

!!

t

5

TUESDAY

:,:,.-- :

ts

a question of findjsj enough
work to keep tht tsople busy
and izi, and tit" " everybody
fcror j that f -- ti ; ;&8 coua- Li

facir; a r

til pcrptr..?,

Florence Vidor in
.A
"WOMEN WAKE UP."
(One day only)
Century Two reel comedy,
"THE TATTLE TALE.
1

"

,

WEDNESDAY

Jackie Coogan in.
"OLIVER TWIST."
Snub Pollard Comedy,
'
"BONE DRY." -

;

THURSDAY
r...
Repeating
"OLIVER TWIST."
, I

..

-

FRIDAY
Repeating
"OLIVER TWIST."

SATURDAY
Carlylo Blackwell in '
"BULLDOG DRUMMOND."

m,

but it has beta clanged to

fcy
"(

c,

anH whan

eatlia!

Will Visit
SEC. FALL RETIRES

TTnma ftlnfran

.

8c

29c

,

'

A

.

..

Rflili

--

quality. Sizes
to 14. Each

snap fasteners

19c

'

Crochet Hook:

with

,

Mmnun

,

10c

surgical

etachable

d

;

tary

..

--

nvAftwiaiAV

The author nf
R,ilM
T..
mond," the exciting story of an army
officer who finds peace tod dull and
Jess FoUtz and Mr. Walker, of the
advertises in thaa ivi ex
Trading Company of near
t
citement, is a young war correspond- Shiprock were in Galup this week
ent who spent .over five years with the
.
transacting business.
armies over in Prance. It is known
XT
C.
"Tha
that While thnra ha
Rariin
rianartmant
m UUM1- tv Of of matarial nklik
Cotton Company have received a ship
book form after his return to civil ment of the DeForrest D7A receivers,
me. ae writes under the name of This is one of the very latest types.
"Sannar" anrf ' in
n
D..n J.
mond. it ia unaamtnul ha
Miaa Enid Faathar haa Kaan miia
a production packed with thrills. ill most of the week with the flu.
"Bulldog Drummond" will be the atNew' York aociatv woman maintain
traction at the Rex theatre next Sata cemetery for their dogs.
urday.

pieces.
All sizes.

Made

Belts:

.

;

5c

Braid: White;
i

--

Mercerised
Rick Rack

:

,

S a n

'

12 on card.
8c 10c

Hair

.

w

box,

two-hol- e;

t

on card,
8c

Tooth

Brush:
Good "quality;
white bristles;
polished bone
handle. Each'

Per

:

Curlers: Made
w i t h curved
bafl.
'Cannot
break hair, 2

Blade. Box,

Cube Pins: 36
pins in ' box.

Buttons: Fish- eye,
fine ' quality;

.

Curlox

-

10. Each,

8c

10c - 15c

Automatic
!

Per

Each.

"

nk.

10c

T himbles:
Niqkel plated
or silver fin
ish; sizes 8 to

hard rubber;
fine qualities.

-

wide! Yard,-

n-- t

DELIVERED! TVio mIIwbif
erhood deliveraJ
tho
oonnria t wvw...
to evidence reported from the New
'
Mexico Lerialntiini
C
"
weir votes to the Stete Democratic
Central Committee and helped to elect
the State Democratic ticket last NovNow. the rtamnrt
ember.
n tv.
New Mexico Legislature must pay for.
oromernooa votes. Hence the
"Train Limit" hill
... llnun'nr 9C
......nig
- ma m iv VMI
for a freight
train"i urha
iuLbCf
of fact the long trains have hauled
a
cars,
Dill
rnis
the
railoniy
gives
roads three cars the best of it, but it
nava for tha Rrntharlinnil
gave Denis Chaves a chance to vent
nw spieen on tne railroad
attorneys.
This all being done in the name of
Democracv.
tha
n.i UWUU DUUU1U
sell their votes again to the same
bunch, thus insure the
of
the 1'24 Democratic ticket. A few
more
deala nnii tha Wn.Mv.
will LC
made safe for Democracy."
-v
"BULLDOG DRUMMOND"

8e :

Combs:
U n breakable,

Bands:
quality;
cushion back;
all sizes. Ea.,
i

Hair
ed
lengths:
and
crimped

Fine

Neck

Fine

:

.Q

Assort-

.

;

Indise '
Belting: Black
or white; 2,
2K, 3 inches;

Wore

4c

....

Block

AwAa4

the local papers advocates the policy
of everybody should trade at home
give tne nome mercnant iirst cnance
some of these very merchants send
away for their printing. Local newspapers are ever and always after the
public to trade at home keep home
money at home. It is just as important that, merchanta ana huninou nan.
pie patronize the home local papers
as it ia for the publio to trade with
home merchants. ;
Mr. A Waal annrapiataa tha warlr
that the home tows papers do for the
community. . His "ipolicy to- - "Trade
with the local papers," is duly appre
ciated by the Gallup papers.--."'--.- -

THERP. IS A RFACrtV.
cromernooa maintains a . lobby in
1.
Santa b e fr tha henV aft t r
al
ine rauraos maintain a
knaves, m.
lobby in Santa Fe for the benefit of
me rsurgaas mere is a difference.

piece,

,

"Traia at

they are "contemptible."

Plain

23c

Pins:

msTnr.a iTnn.nnn.'2

Tape: Narrow
width; white.

Per

TnannV

tv

4C

Shinbla
Shoe
Polish. Box,
8c

box,

,

CZZ1

,

'

Paris Shoe Store' and Shop, says that
nna of hi "Trarta at Hnma Slotrans"
is to patronize tne nome local papers.
ia on tha ripht track. Pro
r Mr. Artasi
1l bably there is not a single merchant
in Gallup but who are strong for the

Unless the iobbv.hrtnnria vww
anff him bunt
ko

t

roll,

Injdia

'

1

SUPPORTS LOCAL PAPERS

f'TKA
WHATCHASAYT
Dennis Chaves was the limit?''
"No, no I said that 'Dennis said that
railroad attorneys were contemn- -

that

roll,

3c

Arm ..Bands:
Plain and fancy styles; silk
elastic. Pair,

straight.

--

Per

good
quality. Pair,
23c to 89c

cot-

ton: inches ,
and centime- '
ters. Each,

rub-

Strong
er ends;

-

Per

TODAY IS THE TIME TO ST ARt-FOR TOMORROW NEVER COWE3

y.

d.

Sus pe nders:
leath-

ins.;

made of

r

ber. Each,
19c

8e

English Twill-e- d
Tape: 10
'
yd. rolls, black
or white; various widths.

V

"TEACH YOUR DOLLARS TOHAVE MORS CENTS"

worthless scamn Hnnnf.
msoann
up with a mother-monke,Then, we
vunviuue, mat some oi us navent yet
advanced to the monkey stage.

"

Dress-in- g

hard

n.

o

Househ old

J

sTut

Cotton Stay
Binding: Blk.
or white;
rolls; widths,
to
inch.

Combs:

5c

Sticker! Trimming:
pieces; assort-- ,
ed colon. Per
piece, '
ivc

-

49c
Men's

.

long;

round;

n e rene
leat
slide.

I

n:

45 -- yard
spools; assorted colors. Ea.,

account
fortune, if you have a well tended savings
...
"!";'. ? s
''if.
i

hers.

MONKEYISM
we snea our monkey tails and quit
throwinff coconuts mt. oni numia. t.
not known, but sometimes we wonder
it u wastn t rawer recent. When a
motner wiu. abandon her child for a

proof; various
sizes. Dozen,

f

,

,

1

Darning

and fine. Ea.,
I
'49c- - r
Men's
Pocket
Combs:

1

A Savings Account in' this Strong Bank will five
you liberty, freedom. You tan be free from worry,
and have liberty to do" as you please in , your old
age. You will be prepared for opjbortunity or r!-- '

v

ilnJm

it

Combs:

i

23c

this city and Gallup ia good news. The
service has lonk been needed. It will
brinar 'two of tfca hmiMf mrA
progressive towns in the state into
oioser contact ana more neighborly
relations and
will haln

Dieiiin
Hard
QOOOO FitoSs:
j rubber; course
i

C JIT

.

vaiuaoie lemiory ooiween."

Laceatc
Artificial, silk,
SO in.,
asst.
colors. Each, -

J ".CZLJ

ilf C

The Albuauer- -

Heratd lays: "Announcement
Sie th
llountain Kttjl ' Talanhmia
eomnanv la ta hrin n Anil i
itruction of a telephone line between

'if.

Middy

'

BADLY NEEDED:

Take advantage of this wonderful opportunity to secure
the counties little article that enter daily into your personal
and: household needi with savings that plainly indicate the
advantage! accruing to you from doing all your buyinf here.

V'--

'Ml

WJ

1

For

.J cf grut

n
;'A commission of four Amerfcana bas been appointed by the
society for the purpose of visiting the French colonies in North Africa t
study colonial adinlniatratloa. The party la to leave about April first at
goecta of the French government and will be abroad, two montha. Hera are
the ceo selected for this committee :
George W. Wlckersbam, former atto
Milllgaa Sloane of Princeton; 8.
By general, chancaa;
L,.-- r A. EaacrcO.
Vxytr! CUcaioj 4. Ool & D.
'
x
'Yrtr.:'-'-.--;.r;r:.V'-.;-

Charlie Murray Comedy,
VTES FOUR ORPHANS."

French-America-

t.
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